
Lesson 36

"Eku pa magobra. Estudyante ku pa.

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Statements

(1) Magobra ku pa. I'm still working.

(2) Eku pa magobra. I'm not working yet.

(3) Magobra na ku. I'm already working.

(4) Ena ku magobra. 

1.2 Adjuncts

I'm not working anymore

(1) pa still

( 2 ) e . . . p a not yet

(3) na already

(4) ena not anymore

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT 

2.1 Affirmative Yes/No Question 

Future

and Answer--Actor,

2.1.1 Q: Magobra ka pa? Are you still working?

A: Wa. Magobra ku 

p a.

Yes, I'm still working.

Ali. Ena ku No, I'm not working

magobra. anymore.
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2.1 . 2 Q: Magobra na ka?

A: Wa. Magobra na

ku.

Ali. Eku pa 

magobra.

2.2 Negative Yes/No Question

2.2.1 Q: Ena ka magobra?

A: Wa. Magobra ku.

Ali . Ena ku 

magobra.

2.2.2 Q: Eka pa magobra?

A : Ali. Eku p a 

magobra.

Wa. Magobra ku.

3 DRILL I
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Are you working already?

Yes, I'm working 

already.

No, I'm not working 

yet.

and Answer--Actor, Future

Aren't you working 

anymore?

Yes, I'm working.

No, I'm not working 

anymore.

Aren't you working 

yet ?

No, I'm not working 

yet.

Yes , I'm working.

3.1 Rote Memorization Drill (A: T gives an utterance, 

then expands the utterance using the adjunct pa.

S repeats the expanded utterance. B-D: Repeat

the drill for each of the remaining adjuncts—  

c . . .pa, na, ena...)



Model A. T: Magaral kung Kapampangan.

Magaral ku pang Kapampangan. 

S: Magaral ku pang Kapampangan.

Model B. T: Tuturu kung Inglis.

Eku pa tuturung Inglis.

S; Eku pa tuturung Inglis. 

Model C. T: Mamipi kung imalan.

Mamipi na kung imalan.

S: Mamipi na kung imalan.

Model D. T: Maglampaso kung lande.

Ena ku maglampasong lande.

S: Ena ku maglampasong lande.

(1) Magaral kung Kapmmpangan.

(2) Tuturu kung Inglis.

(3) Mamipi kung imalan.

(4) Maglampaso kung lande.

(5) Manalbe kung T.V.

(6) Manayi ku.

(7) Susulat ku.

(8) Magobra ku.

(9) Lulub ku king unibersidad.

(10) Kukua kung narsing.
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3.2

3.3

3.4

Restatement Drill (S^ gives an utterance in the 

first person singular using n_a 'already'. 

states the same utterance in the third person 

singular. Then states the utterance in the 

third person plural adding naman ' too ' . Note the 

use of n_e for na ya in the third person singular, 

and the shift of the linker -n¿ to naman in the 

las t utterance.)

Model. S^: Magaral na kung Kapampangan.

$2  ̂ Magaral neng Kapampangan.

Magaral na la (no) namang Kapampangan. 

Restatement Drill (Repeat drill 3.2 using ena 

'not anymore' instead.)

Model. S ̂ : E na ku magaral Kapampangan.

S2 : E ne magaral Kapampangan.

E na la naman magaral Kapampangan. 

Expansion Drill (T gives an utterance, then the 

four adjunct cues in English. After each cue S 

expands T's utterance accordingly. Give the cues 

in random order and review all the ing actor 

pronouns, particularly the third person singular 

and plural.)
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Model. Frame: Mamipi yang imalan.

Cue: 'still'

S: Mamipi ya pang imalan.

Cue : 'not anymore'

S : Ene mamiping imalan.

Cue : 'already'

S : Mamipi neng imalan.

Cue : 'not yet'

S : Eya pa mamiping imalan.

3.5 Response Drill (A: Use sentences drilled in 3.1

as questions varying the ing actor pronouns. T 

asks the affirmative yes/no question using pa.

gives the affirmative answer and the negative 

as in model A. B: T asks the affirmative yes/no

question using 11a. gives the affirmative answer

and the negative as in model B. C-D: Repeat

drills A and B, asking negative yes/no questions 

using (C) e... pa and (D) ena.... gives the

affirmative answer and the negative as in models 

C and D.)

Model A. T : Lulub ya pa i Maria king U n ib e r s i d a d  

ning Santo Tomas?
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V Wa. Lulub ya pa king Unibersidad

ning Santo Tomas.

S : 2 Ali. Ene lulub king Unibersidad

ning Santo Tomas.
Model B. T: Lulub na la king unibersidad reng

anak mu ?

V Wa. Lulub na la king unibersidad.

V Ali. Ela pa lulub king unibersidad.
Mode 1 C. T: Ena ka magobra?

V Wa. Magobra ku.

V Ali . Ena ku magobra.
Mode 1 D. T: Ekay u pa tuturu?

V Wa. Tuturu kami.

V Ali. Ekami (eke) pa tuturu.
Response Drill (S x asks a factual, affirmative or

negative question using any of the adjunct con

structions and responds accordingly. For 

example, may ask if S2's parents still live in 

X place and responds factually.)

Model. S^: Manuknangan la pa Hawai reng pengari

mu ?

S2: Wa, manuknangan la pa Hawai. (Or)

Ali, ena la (eno) manuknangan Hawai.

Manuknangan la Kalipornya ngeni.
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4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUE

[Dialogue between John (J) and Carlos (C)]

£ • • • p cL not yet

lub enter [word base]

lulub an school one attends
lu lub is attending
agrikultura agriculture

sur south

mayari will have f in is h e d

ena... not anymore

ene... [= e + 

na + ya]

she/he... not anymore

me - [descriptive affix» P**̂
meyari is finished, finished
kuk.ua is taking

kukuanan is taking something

nars ing nurs ing

mi lab as ago

kanian of that [kin& case,
possessive demons^*

tives ]

atni loud, intelligent

[word base]
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matni

buntuk

J: Nanu ya ing obra mu?

C: Eku pa magobra.

Estudyante ku pa.

J: Nanu yang eskuela ing 

luluban mu?

C: Lulub ku king Uniber- 

sidad ning Los Banos.

J: Nanu ya ing pagaralan 

mu?

C: Pagaralan ke ing 

agrikultura.

J: Nukarin ya ing Los 

Banos ?

C: Atin king sur ning Menila.

J: Kapilan ka mayari?
C: King banuang tutuki.

J: Lulub ya naman i Maria 

king Unibersidad ning 

Los Baños?
C: Ali, ene magaral.

Meyari ne, magobra ya 

king Bureau, super-

is loud, is intelligent

head

What do you do?

I don't work yet. I'm 

still a student.

What school are you 

attending?

I attend the University 

of Los Banos.

What are you studying?

I'm studying agri

culture .

Where is Los Banos?

It's south of Manila.

When will you finish?

Next year.
Does Maria attend the 

University of Los 

Banos, too?

No, she isn't studying 

anymore. She already 

finished [and] she's
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bisora ya.

J : Anta i Ermie?

C: I Ermie lulub ya pa 

king Unibersidad ning 

Santo Tomas.

J: Nanu ya ing kukuanan 

na?
C: Kukua yang narsing.

J : Ing wali kung kapatad 

narse ya naman. Meyari 

ya pamu aduang bulan 

ing milabas, magobra 
ne ngeni karin.

C: 0 makanian? I Ermie 

mayari ne kanian.

Kaibat munta ya pa 

Amerika at magaral ya 

pa karin. E ya pa 

magobra kanian.

Masuerte ya! Matni 
ya buntuk.

working in the Bureau 

[as] (she's) a 

supervisor.

What about Ermie?

Ermie is still attend- 

ing the University of 

Santo Tomas.

What is she taking?

She's taking nursing.

My younger sister is 

a nurse, too. She 

just graduated two 

months ago [and] is 

already working [back 

home] (there) now.

Oh, is that so? Ermie 

is going to finish 

(of that), [ too].

After [that] she is 

going to America (yet) 

and study some more 

there (yet) . She's 

not going to work yet
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(of that). She 's 

lucky! She's intelli

gent.

J: 0, talaga! She certainly is!

(Very/Really!)

5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill

5.2 Comprehension Drill (Suggested questions given 

below.)

(1) Do you know what John does?

(2) Is Carlos already working too?

(3) What does Carlos do?

(4) Is Carlos a high school student?

(5) What school does Carlos attend?

(6) What is Carlos studying?

(7) Where is his school located?

(8) Is he going to finish this year?

(9) When will he finish?

(10) Is Maria a University student also?

(11) What does Maria do now?

(12) Is Ermie working also?

(13) What school does she attend?

(14) Do you know where Santo Tomas is situated?
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(15) What is Ermie taking at the University?
(16) Is Ermie's younger sister a nurse, too?

(17) When is Ermie going to graduate?

(18) Is John's sister going to graduate?
(19) What is Ermie going to do after she graduates?

5.4 Dialogue Drill (S^ and are university students 

meeting each other for the first time. They talk 

about their respective educational backgrounds, 

asking each other the following.

(1) what school he is attending

(2) where the school is situated

(3) what course he is taking

(4) when he will graduate

(5) what his vocational plans are or what he will 

be doing afcer graduation.

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES
6.1 The words pa 'still, yet' and na 'already, any

more' introduced in this lesson belong to the 

class of adjuncts.
Adj unc t s are particle-like words which may

modify whole sentences or parts of sentences 

rather than the word they precede or follow.
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They usually modify the action denoted in the 

predicate rather than nouns. These words occur 

after the subject pronoun in affirmative sentences 

and a f t e r  the predicate in negative sentences 

( cf .  5 and 6 below). Though adjuncts in general 

follow these rules of position occurrence, p_a and 

na a r e  exceptions. Adjunct pa always follows the 

s u b j e c t  pronoun and n_a always precedes this pro

noun ( c f .  1-4 below). There is also a preference 

of order of occurrence when two or more adjuncts 

occur in the sentence (cf. 7-9 below).

The following sentences illustrate some 

adjuncts used in this text.

(1) Magobra ku pa. 
working I still

'I'm still working.'
(2) Eku pa magobra. 

not-I yet working

'I'm not working yet.'
(3) Mlgobra n_a ku. 

working already I
'I'm already working.'

Ena ku migobra. 
not-anymore I working
'I'm not working anymore.'



(5) Ing wall kung kapatad narse ya naman. 
the young-one my-Lk sibling nurse she too

"My younger sister is a nurse, too.'

(6) Eya lulub naman i Maria king Unibersidad king 
not-she attend too CP Maria at University of

Los Banos.
Los Baños
'Maria doesn't attend the University of Los 

Baños either. '
(7) Tukuru ku p_u namang Inglis. 

teach I sir too-Lk English

'I also teach English, sir.'

(8) Magaral kung Kapampangan jhj naman. 
study I-Lk Kapampangan sir too
'I'm going to study Kapampangan too, sir.'

(9) I Maria mu £u naman?
CP Maria even too

'Even Maria, too, sir?'

(10) Nanu (ya) £_a ing gagawan mu? 
what (it) else the doing you?

'What else are you doing?'

(11) Tuturu ya mung Kapampangan. 
teach she only-Lk Kapampangan

'She teaches only Kapampangan.'
(12) Meyari ya pamu aduang bulan ing milabas. 

finished she just two-Lk month the past

'She just graduated two months ago.'



(13) Masanting ya kanu.
good it I-understand
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'I understand it's good.'

(14) Kasanting n_a pala! 
how-nice already

'How nice!'

? V O C A B U L A R Y  

agrlkultura 

a t i l

buntuk 

ena.. .

ene... [= e + na + ya]
e...  pa

banian

kukua

bukuanan
lnb

lulub

luluban
» *tn i

[exclama tion]

agriculture 

loud, intelligent 

[word base] 

head
not anymore 

she/he...not anymore 

not yet
of that [king case, 

possessive demons

tratives] 

is taking

is taking something 

enter [word base] 

is attending 

school one attends 

is loud, is intelligent



will have finished
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mayari 

me-

meyari 

milabas 

nars ing 

sur

[descriptive affix, 
past]

is finished, finished

ago
nursing

south



Lesson 37

"Memasa kung libru napun.

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Verbal Predicative Clause, 

Memasa kung libru napun. 

Memasa na ku.

1.2 WH- Question

Nanu ing gewa mu napun?

Nukarin ka minta 

napung abak?

Nukarin ka napung 

gatpanapun?

1.3 Verbal Affix, Actor Focus,

(1) meg- ~ mig-

(2) meN-

(3) meng-

(4) M (i) - . M (i) -

(5) -in-

•̂4 Time Words, Past

(1) napun

(2) napung abak
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Actor Focus, Completed

I read a book yesterday.

I already read.

What did you do yester

day?

Where did you go 

yesterday morning?

Where were you yester

day afternoon?

Completed

yesterday 

yesterday morning



(3) napung gatpanapun yesterday afternoon
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(4) nabengi last night

(5) napung sabengi night before last

(6) itang aldung day before yesterday

milab as an

(7) nakadua two days ago

(8) milabasan a dumingu last week

(9) nandin a while ago
1.5 Subordinating combiner, qualifier

ania so, that's why

2

2.
2 .

2 .

2.

CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT 

1 WH- Question and Answer

1.1 Q: Nanu ing gewa mu

napun?

A: Memasa kung libru.

1.2 Q: Nanu ing gewa mu

nabengi?

A: Megaral ku.

1.3 Q: Nukarin ka minta

napung abak?

A: Minta ku king 

pisamban.

What did you do 

yes terday?

I read a book.

What did you do last 

night?

I studied.

Where did you go 

yesterday morning?

I went to church.



2 l.A Q: Nukarin ka napung Where were you yesterday

gatpanapun? afternoon?

A: Ati ku king eskuela. I was at school.

2.2 Yes/No Question and Answer

2.2.1 Q: Memasa kang libru Did you read a book

nabengi? last night?

A : Wa. Memasa ku. Yes , I did (read).

2.2.2 Q: Megaral ka napun? Did you study yester

day?

A: Ali. Eku megaral No. I didn't (study)

ania magaral ku so I'm going to (study)

potang bengi. tonight.

2.2.3 Q: Sinulat kang sulat Did you write a letter

nabengi? last night?

A: Ali. Eku sinulat. No, I didn't (write).

Sumulat ku ngening I'm going to (write)

aldo . today.
2.2.4 Q: Mamasa kang dyaryo Are you going to read a

ngeni ? newspaper now?
A : Ali. Memasa na ku. I already did (read).

2-2.5 Q: Magaral kang Inglis Are you going to study

potang bengi? English tonight?



No, I already studiedA: Ali. Megaral na

kung Inglis nabengi English last night so

ania magaral kung I’m going to study

Kapampangan potang Kapampangan tonight,

bengi.

3 DRILL I

3.1 Rote Memorization Drill (X gives a time cue in

English and S substitutes the Kapampangan equiva

lent in the appropriate slot of the frame 

'Nanu ing gewa mu _____ ?'
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Model. T: (yesterday)

S : Nanu ing gewa mu napun?

(1) napun yes terday
(2) napung abak yesterday morning
(3) napung gatpanapun yesterday afternoon
(4) nabengi last night
(5) napung sabengi night before last
(6) itang aldung day before yesterday

milab as an
(7) nakadua two days ago
(8) milabasan a dumingu last week
(9) nandin a while ago
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j 2 Restatement Drill (T gives a past time word and S 

gives the corresponding non-past time word. Re

view time words drilled in 3.1.)

Model. T: napun

S : ngening aldo

3_3 Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the 

Actor Focus, Future. S restates it into the 

'Actor Focus, Completed' using the corresponding 

past time word.)

Model. T: Mamasa Rung libru ngening aldo.

S: Memasa kung libru napun.

(1) mamasa - memasa

(2) sumulat - sinulat

(3) magaral - megaral

(4) turu - tinuru

(5) matudtud - metudtud

(6) mandilu - mendilu

(7) mangan - mengan

(8) maglinis - meglinis

(9) mamipi - memipi

(10) mamlancha - memlancha

(11) munta - minta

(12) muli - minuli



(13) mako - meko

(14) lumakad - linakad

(15) minum - mininum
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(16) kuma - kinanua

(17) manaya - menaya

(18) magpaynawa - migpaynawa

(19) magsulud - migsulud

(20) mamialung - memialung

(21) manayi - menayi

(22) manyubli - menyubli

(23) sali - sinali

(24) gawa - ginawa

(25) magtu - migtu

(26) maglampaso - miglampaso

(27) makiramdam - mekiramdam

(28) magplano - migplano

(29) maglibutlibut - miglibutlibut

(30) manalbe - menalbe

3.4 Response Drill (T asks the question Nanu ing gewa 

mu (napun)? and S responds. Do not use a response 

already given.)

Model. T: Nanu ing gewa mu napun?

S: Memasa kung libru.
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3.5 Response Drill (S^ asks a yes/no question using the 

Future aspect and S£ gives a negative response in 

the Completed aspect using iia 'already* and the 

appropriate past time word. Vary the verbs and the 

time words in the question — cf. drill 3.3 for verbs 

and 3.1 for past time words.)

Model. S^: Sumulat ka ngeni?

Ali ku. Sinulat na ku napun.

3.6 Response Drill (S^ asks a yes/no question in the

Completed aspect using na 'already'. gives the

affirmative answer and the negative using

e. . .pa 'not yet'. Vary the ing actor pronouns in 

the ques tions .

Model. Sx : Memipi neng imalan?

V Wa. Memipi neng imalan.

V Ali. Eya pa memiping imalan.

V Minta na la (no) king tindahan?

S 3 * Wa. Minta na la king tindahan.

V Ali. Ela pa minta king tindahan.

Response Drill (S asks the question Nanu ing

gawan mu ngeni? to which responds. Then asks 

the negative yes/no question in the Completed 

aspect of S^'s response and responds with a



negative answer as in the model.)
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Model. S^: Nanu ing gawan mu ngeni?

S M a g a r a l  kung Kapampangan.

S^: Eka megaral nabengi?

S^: Ali. Eku megaral nabengi ania

magaral ku ngeni.

Nanu ing gawan mu ngeni?

Sumulat kung kwentu.

S2¡ Eka sinulat napun?

S^: Ali. Eku sinulat napun ania sumulat

ku ngeni.

3.8 Response Drill (S^ asks the question Nukarin ka 

minta (napun)? varying the past time word. 

responds, stating where. Then asks the question 

Nanu ing gewa mu karin? and S2 responds, stating 

what he did.)

Model. S^: Nukarin ka minta napun?

$2  ̂ Minta ku king library.

S ̂ : Nanu ing gewa mu karin?

S2: Memasa kung libru.

3.9 Question Drill (T gives a statement in the various 

tenses. S ̂ asks a related question according to

the model.)
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Model. T: Memasa kung magasin nabengi.

S: Atin ka pang memasang aliwa?

T: Manayi kung baru ngening aldo.

S: Atin ka pang manaying aliwa?

3.10 Question Drill (Repeat drill 3.9, except S asks 

a related negative question as in the model.) 

Model. T: Memasa kung magasin nabengi.

S: Eka atin pang memasang aliwa?

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUE

4.1 [Dialogue between Pedro (P) and John (J) ]

-e- [verbal affix, goal 

focus, completed]

gewa did

memasa read [actor, completed]

klase kind, type, class

nobela novel

talaga really

is to ry a story

tungkul about

P: Nanu ing gewa mu What did you do last

nab engi ? night?

J: Memasa kung libru. I read a book.
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P : Nanung klaseng libru? What kind of book?

J : Nobela ya. A novel.

P : Masanting ya? Was it interesting?

J : Wa, talaga. Yes, (really) very.

P : Nanu ya ing istorya na? What was the story?

J: Tungkul yang doktor It was about a doctor

ampong narse. and a nurse.

[Dialogue between Senen (S) and John (J)]

minta went

pa- [causative affix]

lab as show [word base]

p alab as show, movie show

s iwala sound

mus ika music

ilig like [word base]

mailig to like, to have an 

interest in

m aw a 1 a to lose

mewala lost

Inda mother

kinanua got

taga alaga governess (lit. 'ta C

care')

I



iniang 

b anda 

tauli

bandang tauli 

ayasawa

yapin

-en

kya [= ku ya; ke]

S: Nukarin ka minta 

nabengi?

J: Minta ku king sine.

S: Nanu ya ing palabas?

J: Ing Siwala na ning 

Mus ika.
S: Ninu ing lalage?

J: I Julie Andrews.

S: Nanu ya ing istorya 

na?

J: Tungkul yang pamilyang 

mailig king musika.
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then

there situated 

end

later on

to get married, to 

marry

she certainly/indeed 

[verbal affix, goal 

focus, future]

I-it [portmanteau 

pronoun]

Where did you go last 

night?

I went to the movie. 

What was the show?

The Sound of Music.

Who are the actors? 

Julie Andrews.

What was the story?

It's about a family 

that loves music.
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Ating apulung anak a There are ten children
mewalang Inda, at i who lost [their] mother
Tata ra kinanua yang and their father got a
taga alaga karela. governess for them.
At iniang bandang And then, later on he

tauli ayasawa ne ing marries the governess.

taga alaga. Yapin na She is Julie Andrews.

i Julie Andrews.

S: 0 kasanting na pala. Oh, it [sounds] great.

Alben kya naman. I'll go see it, too.

[Dialogue between John (J) and Pedro (P)]

primero first

b inas a read [goal focus, coa-

pleted]

buisit boring [word base]

makab uis i t is/was boring

t inuknang stopped

aniang kayi then

s inulat wrote (letters)

niang when [past events]

menalbe watched

metudtud slept, went to sleep



makipag-

salita

makipagsalita 

karakal 

pa...aliwa 

uling 

b engi 

minuli 

Nanu ing gewa mu 

nab engi ?

Dakal ku gewa.

Primero memasa kung 

libro.

Nanu yang klase ing 

binasa mu?

Nobela ya.

Masanting ya?

Ali, eya masanting. 

Makabuisit ya, anya 

tinuknang kung memasa. 

Aniang kayi, nanu ing 

gewa mu?

do together [verbal 
affix, associative, 

future] 

talk [word base] 

to talk with 

lots! how many! 

anything else 

because 

late

went home

What did you do last 

night?

I did lots of things. 

First, I read a book.

What kind [of book] 

did you read?

(It was) a novel.

Was it interesting?

No, it wasn't interest

ing. It was boring 

so I stopped reading.

Then, what did you do7
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J: Sinulat kung aduang 

sulat— metung king 

kaluguran ku ampong 

metung kareng pengari 

ku •
P: Ya ngang gewa mu ita?

J: Ali, maranun niang 

ayari ke ing sulat. 

Ania menalbe kung 

T.V . s aguli.

P: Aniang kayi metudtud 

ka?

J: Ali. Kaibat i Senen 

bisa yang munta king 

tindahan para minum 

at makipagsalita ya 

karetang tau karin.

P: 0, karakal yu gewa. 

Atin ka pang gewang 

aliwa?

J: Ali, uling bengi na, 

mapagal na ku. Minuli

I wrote two letters-- 

one to my friend and 

one to my parents. j

Is that all you did?
«

No, it was early when 

I finished the letters, 

so I watched televisioa 

for a little while.

Then, did you go to 

sleep?

No. After that Senen 

wanted to go to the 

store for a drink and 

talk with (those) the 

people [who were] 

there. I

Oh, y o u [ p 1 ] surely did 

a lot of things. Did 

you do anything else? INo, because it was 

already late, I was
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na ku at saka metudtud. (already) tired. I

went home and then 

went to bed.

P: Talagang mapagal na ka. I bet you were tired!

(You were really 

tired!)

5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill (S repeats the recitation of 

dialogues 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Each dialogue is to be 

followed by its respective Comprehension, Narra

tion and Dialogue Drill.)

5.2 Comprehension Drill (The following are suggested 

ques tions . )

Dialogue 4.1

(1) What did John do last night?

(2) Did he read a newspaper, too?

(3) Was the book interesting?

(4) What kind of book was it?

(5) Was it about teachers?

Dialogue 4.2

(1) Where did John go last night?

(2) Did Senen go too?



(3) Did John go the night before last also?

(4) Is John going tomorrow night also?

(5) What was the movie?

(6) Did you see that movie?

(7) Who's acting in it (Who's the actress)?

(8) Is the movie about a doctor and a nurse?

(9) Is it about a student and his teacher?

(10) What is the story?

(11) Do you know if 3enen will go see the movie too? 

Dialogue 4.3

(1) Is Pedro the one who did lots of things?

(2) What did John do first?

(3) Was it interesting?

(4) What did he do then?

(5) How many did he write?

(6) To whom did he write?

(7) Did he go to bed after that?

(8) Why didn't he go to bed?

(9) What did he do after writing letters?

(10) Then did he go to bed?

(11) Why did he go to the store?

(12) What did he/they do there?
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(13) Then, did they do anything else?

(14) Was it still early when they went home?

(15) Do you know if they were tired when they went 

home?

5.3 Narration Drill (Restate each dialogue into narra

tive form.)

5.4 Dialogue Drill (Following the formats of the three 

dialogues, conduct similar dialogues.)

5.5 Composition (Write a short essay on what you did 

last night, or yesterday, covering at least four 

or five activities. Elaborate on each activity as 
much as possible.)

6
6.1

STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

The Comp let ed tense with Actor focus affixes is 

marked in a number of ways.

(1) Vowel Replacement

Replacing the vowel a with e ~ i in the

following affixes.

1. mag- maglinis meglinis

maglibutlibut miglibutlibut

2. maN- mamasa memas a

mangan mengan

manayi menay i
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inana lb e inenalbe

3. ma- matudtud metudtud
(b) Replacing the first vowel of some v e r b s

that take the m- actor focus affix: u with 
_i and a with ê

m- munta minta

mako meko
(2) Addition of affix in-

(a) Infixing the affix -in- between t h e  f i r s t  

consonant and vowel in verbs take a c t o r  

affix.

0 sali s inali

gawa ginawa

turu t inuru

(b) Replacing the actor affix -um- with *1#**
-um- lumakad 1inakad

smnulat s inulat

(c) Adding the affix in- between the a c t o r

focus affix and the word base for some 

verbs take the m- actor affix, 
m- muli minuli

minum min inuD
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¡I The following are more examples of Combiner particles 

(cf. Subordinating Combiner kag i , Les. 33).

(1) The particle ania 'so, that's why' is a

Subordinating Combiner. It introduces the

subsequent or consequent action clause as

resulting from the condition or action stated 
in the preceding clause.

(a) Makabuisit ya ania tinuknang kung memasa. 
is-boring it so stopped I-Lk read

'It was boring so I stopped reading.'

(b) Mapali ya ing aldo ania munta kung mandilu.
is-hot it the day so go I-Lk swim

'It's hot today so I'm going swimming.'

(2) The particle ania also occurs linked to kayi , 

the latter equivalent in meaning to the English 

'whatchamacalit' . The word kayi is used when 

referring to something in an unspecific way

or as a point of reference. The phrase 

aniang kayi, therefore means '(so) then (after 

that)' denoting a further subsequent action.

(a) Aniang kayi, nanu ing gewa mu? 
so-Lk then what the did you

'Then, what did you do?'

(b) Aniang kayi metudtud ku.
so-Lk then slept I

' Then, I slept.'
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(3) The particle iniang ’then' implies the comple

tion of a sequence of events. It marks a 
clause as being the final in such a sequence.

(a) At iniang bandang tauli ayasawa ne ing
and then there-Lk end marries he-her the

taga alaga, 
take care

'And then, at the end he marries the 

governess.'

(4) Three subordinating combiner particles related 

to each other, niang , nung and pota, have some 

form of the English meaning 'when' in them. 

Niang is used with completed actions while the 

other two are used with non-past or non-complet- 

ed actions. Nung implies 'when' and 'if', 

there being a contingency involved. Pota 

means 'later' and is used when the action is 

more or less certain.

(a) Maranun niang ayari ke ing sulat. 
is-early when finished I-it the letter

'It was early when I finished the letters.'

(b) Manyali kung dakal nung munta ku king 
buy I-Lk lots when go I to

Pilipinas.
Philipp ines
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'I'm going to buy lots [of things] when 
I go to the Philippines. '

(c) Bisitaan ke i Terry pota kung munta king 
visit I-her CP Terry when I-Lk go to

Menila.
Manila
'I'm going to visit Terry when I go to 

Manila.'

The particle kaibat 'after (that), afterwards' 

also denotes sequence in the order of events.

It may be followed by a clause or a Noun phrase.

(a) Kaibat i Senen bisa yang munta king 
after-that TP Senen want he-Lk go to the

tindahan. 
store
'After that Senen wanted to go to the store. '

(b) Nanu ing gawan yu kaibat ning pagtuan? 
what the do you after of lunch

'What are you going to do after lunch?'

The compound particle at-saka 'and then, and

also' denotes a sequence of events with the

implication "in addition to".
(a) Minuli na ku at-saka metudtud.

went-home already I and then slept

'I went home and then went to bed.'
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(b) Nanu pa ing gawan na at-saka tuturu yang 
what else the do she in addition teach

Kapamp angan ? ' 
she-Lk Kapampangan

'What else does she do besides teach

Kapampangan?'

(7) The particle uling 'because' is synonymous with 
kas i 'because' in that both denote the reason 

for an action. There is a difference however, 

in their implications: uling states the reason 

as the cause of the stated action or condition 

and kas i gives the explanation.

(a) Uling bengi na , mapagal na ku. 
because late already, is-tired already I

'Because it was already late, I was tired.'

(b) Eku munta kasi mapagal ku. 
not-I go because is-tired I

'I don't want to go because I'm tired.'

(8) The particles at and ampo both meaning 'and', 

are Coordinating Combiners. These two words 

conjoin clauses as well as single lexical 
items (nouns, pronouns, etc.). The following
illustrate.
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(a) Bisa yang munta king tindahan para minum 
want he-Lk go to store for drink

at makipagsalita ya karetang tau karin.
and with-talk he with-those-Lk people there
'He wants to go to the store for a drink and
to talk with the people there.'

(b) Adua kung pulut^ aduang banwa. 
two I-Lk ten-and two-Lk year

'I'm twenty two years old.'

(c) Munta la naman ri A1 ampoy Ermie. 
go they too TP A1 and TP Ermie

' Al and Ermie are going, too.'

(d) Tungkul yang doktor ampong narse. 
about it-Lk doctor and-Lk nurse.
'It's about a doctor and a nurse.'

Note that ampo occurs with when preceding

a topic proper noun, and with -nj> when preceding
a topic (or non-topic) common noun.

(9) The particle peru 'but' is a Coordinating

Combiner occurring between clauses. As in

English, it carries a contrastive connotation.

(a) Munta ku pe ru eya munta i Maria, 
go I but not-she go TP Maria
'I'm going but Maria isn't (going).'
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7 VOCABULARY 

aniang kayi 
ayasawa

banda

bandang tauli 
b eng i 

b inasa

b ui s i t 
-e -

-en

gewa

ilig

inda
in i ang

istorya

itang aldung
ka r aka 1

kinua

klase

then

to get married, to 
marry 

there situated 

later on 
late

read [goal focus, 

comple ted] 

boring [word base] 
[verbal affix, actor 

focus, completed] 

[verbal affix, goal 

focus, future] 

did
like [word base]

mother
then

story
milabasan day before yesterday

lots! how many! 

got
kind, type, class



kya [ -  ku ya ; k e l

labas

■a illg

■akabu i s i t

■akipag-

a a k i p a g s a l i  ta
■avala

aemasa

«enalbe

«etud tud
«ewala

■inta
« l n u l i

“usika
nandin 

naPung abak

DaPung gatpanapun 
“leng

n°bela
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I-it [portmanteau 

p ronoun] 
show [word base] 

to like, to have an 

interest in 

is/was boring 
do together [verbal 
affix, concomitative, 

future] 

to talk with 

to lose
read [completed] 

watched

slept, went to sleep

lost

went

went home 

music

a while ago 

yesterday morning 

yesterday afternoon 

when [past events]

novel



pa [causative affix]
pa . ..aliwa anything else

palabas show, movie show

primero first

sali ta talk [word base]

s inula t wrote (let ters)

sivala s ound

taga alaga governess (lit. 'take

talaga

care ' ) 

really

tauli e nd

tinuknang stopped

tungkul about

u 1 ing because

y ap in she certainly/indeed



Lesson 38

"Basan ke ing dyaryu."

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Verbal predicative clause, goal focus-object, 

future tense

Basan ke ing dyaryu. I'm going to read the

newspaper.

1.2 WH- Question
Nanu ing basan mu? What are you going to

read?

1*3 Verbal affix, goal fo cus--object, future

(1) pag-...-an

(2) -an

(3) i-

(«) i

*•4 Portmanteau Pronouns, non-focussed actor and 

focussed singular object 
ke I-it/him/her

me you-it/him/her

ne he/she/it-it/him/her

we[dl]-i t 

we[in]-it

te [= kata + ya] 

taya [tamu + ya]

515
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mya we[ex]-it/him/her

ye you-it/him/her

de they-it/him/her

1.5 Case particle, topic (review)

ing [marks singular, common noun as

topic]

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1 WH- Question and Answer

2.1.1 Q: Nanu ing basan mu?

A: Basan ke ing dyaryu.

2.1.2 Q: Nanu ing isulat ku?

A: Isulat me ing 

s ula t.

2.1.3 Q: Nanu ing pagaralan

na?

A: Pagaralan ne ing 

Kapampangan.

What are you going to 

read?

I 'm going to read a 

newspaper.

What am I going to 

write?

You're going to write 

a letter.

What is he going to 

s tudy?

He's going to study 

Kapampangan.

2.2 Yes/No Question and Answer 

Q: Basan me ing dyaryu? Are you going to read 

the newspaper?



A: Wa. Basan ke .
517

Yes, I'm going to read 

it .

Ali. E ke basan. No, I'm not going to

3 DRILL I

read it.

3.1 Rote Memorization Drill (While showing picture of 

action, T gives the word base that describes the 

action. Then T makes a statement of the action in 

the object focus future which S repeats.)

Model- T: basa (showing picture of person reading

newspaper)

Basan ke ing dyaryu.

S : Basan ke ing dyaryu.

(1) basa Basan ke ing dyaryu.

(2) sulat Isulat ke ing kwentu.

(3) aral Pagaralan ke ing Kapampangan.

(4) turu Ituru ke ing Inglis.

(5) kan Kanan ke ing pagtuwan.

(6) linis Linisan ke ing lamesa.

(7) pipi Pipián ke ing imalan.

(8) plancha Planchaan ke ing imalan

(9) inum Inuman ke ing 'coke'.
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(10) kua Kuanan ke ing pera.

(11) sulud Isulud ke ing blusa.

(12) p ialung Pialungan ke ing salindra.

(13) tay i Tayan ke ing baru.

(14) sub li Subli ke ing libru.

(15) sali Salwan ke ing pasalubung.

(16) lampaso Lampasuan ke ing lande.

(17) albe Alben ke ing 'television .

3.2 Restatement Drill (T gives a word base, then a

statement in the actor focus future using the word 

base. S restates it into the object focus, future.) 

Model. T: Basa. Mamasa kung dyaryu.

S: Basan ke ing dyaryu

(1) Basa. Mamasa kung dyaryu.

Basan ke ing dyaryu.

(2) Sulat. Sumulat kung kwentu.

Isulat ke ing kwentu.

(3) Aral. Magaral kung Kapampangan.

Pagaralan ke ing Kapampangan.

(4) Turo. Turo kung Inglis .

Ituro ke ing Inglis.

(5) Kan. Mangan kung pagtuan.

Kanan ke ing pagtuan.
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(6) Linis. Maglinis kung lamesa. 

Linisan ke Ing lamesa.

(7) Pipi. Mamipi kung imalan.

Pipián ke ing imalan.

(8) Plancha. Mamlancha kung imalan. 

Planchaan ke ing imalan.

(9) Inum. Minum kung coke.

Inuman ke ing coke.

(10) Kua. Kuma kung kendi.

Kuanan ke ing kendi.

(11) Sulud. Magsulud kung bayung baru. 

Isulud ke ing bayung baru.

(12) Pialung. Mamialung kung mahjong. 

Pialungan ke ing mahjong.

(13) Tayi. Manayi kung baru.

Tayan ke ing baru.

(14) Subli. Manyubli kung libru.

Subli ke ing libru.

(15) Sali. Sali kung pasalubung.

Salwan ke ing pasalubung.

(16) Lampaso. Maglampaso kung lande. 

Lampasuan ke ing lande.

(17) Albe. Manalbe kung 'television'.

Alben ke ing 'television'.
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3.3 Statement Drill (T gives a word base, S.ĵ gives the

actor focus, future statement using the word base, 

and restates it into the goal focus, future.) 

Model. T : sulat

S ̂ : Sumulat kung kwentu.

Isulat ke ing kwentu.

3.4 Response Drill (T asks the question Nanu ing gavac 

mu? and responds with an actor focus statenent 

stating just the action and not the object of the 

action. On the basis of S^'s response T asks the 

question Nanu ing (....)mu? to elicit the object 

of the action in the second response and re

sponds accordingly.)

Model. T 

S,

Nanu ing gawan mu?

Mamasa ku.

Nanu ing basan mu?

Basan ke ing dyaryu.

3.5 Restatement Drill--Portmanteau Pronouns (T gives 

an actor focus future statement and S restates it 

into the goal focus future. Drill all the port

manteau pronouns introduced in this lesson—

cf. section 1.4.)
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Mo del* T • Mamas a kung dyaryu.

S : Basan ke ing dyaryu.

T: Sumulat kang kwentu.

S : Isulat me ing dyaryu.

T: Magaral yang Kapampangan.

S : Pagaralan ne ing Kapampangan.

(1) ku = ke I; I-it

(2) ka = me you; you-it

(3) y a = ne he/she; he/she-it

(4) kata = te we[d1] ; we-it

(5) t amu = taya we[in] ; we-it

(6) kami = my a we[ex] ; we-it

(7) kayu = ye you[pi]; you-it

(8) la = de they ; they-it

3.6 Question Drill--Review of Ning Pronouns in object 

focus nanu questions (T makes an actor focus 

future statement, varying the actor pronouns and 

the action. S asks the appropriate corresponding 

object focus nanu question.)

Model. T: Manayi ya.

S: Nanu ing tayan na?

Nanu ing tayan na?

salvan mi?

(1) Manayi ya.

(2) Sali kami.
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(3) Mamialung la. pialungan da?
(4) Mamasa ka. basan ku?
(5) Maglinis kayu. linisan mi?
(6) Magaral ku. pagaralan au?
(7) Sumulat kata. isulat ta?
(8) Mangan tamu. kanan ta?

3.7 Response Drill (T makes an actor focus statement

varying the actor pronouns and the action for each 

statement. asks the appropriate object focus

question to which responds.)

Model. T: Turo kami.

S^: Nanu ing ituro mi?

Ituro mya ing Inglis.

3.8 Response Drill (S^ asks a question eliciting an

actor focus response. responds accordingly.

asks a second question eliciting the related 

object focus response and responds. Vary the 

actor pronouns and the action for each set of 

question and answer.)

Model. S^: Nanu ing gawan mu?

S^: Mamasa ku.

Nanu ing basan mu? 

Basan ke ing dyaryu.
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4.1 [Dialogue between John (J) 

isulat

basan

S: Nukarin ka munta?

J: Munta ku king eskuela.

S: Nanu ing gawan mu karin?

J : Sumulat ku.

S: Isulat me ing sulat?

J: Ali. Isulat ke ing 

istorya na ning bie 

da reng Kapampangan.

S: 0 makanian. Buri 

keng basan pota.

•̂2 [Dialogue between John 

he meets on his way to 

s alwan 

kas apuego

and his friend Senen (S)] 

going to write (some

thing) 

going to read (some

thing)

Where are you going?

I'm going to school.

What are you going to 

do there?

I'm going to write.

Are you going to write 

a letter?
No, I'm going to write 

a story about life in 

Pamp anga.
Oh, is that so! I'd 

like to read it later. 

(J) and a neighbor (N) whom 

the store]

going to buy something 

matches

kaun box
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katol 

ur an 

kauran 

amok

N: Nukarin ka munta?

J: Munta ku king tindahan.

N: Nanu ya ing salwan mu?

J: Salwan ke ing kasa- 

puego ampong kaun a 

katol.

N: Kauran ngeni , ania 

dakal a yamok.

4.3 [Dialogue between John

J: Nanu ing gawan mu 

ngening aldo?

S: Magaral ku.

J : Nanu ing pagaralan 

mu?

S: Pagaralan ke ing

Inglis. Magaral ka 

naman ?

insect coils 

rain

rainy season 

mosquito

Where are you going’ 

I'm going to the store. 

What are you going to 

buy?

I'm going to buy 

matches and a box of 

insect coils.

It's the rainy season 

now. That's why [we 

have] a lot of mos

quitos .

(J) and Senen (S)

What are you going to 

do today?

I'm going to study. 

What are you going to 

study?

I'm going to study Eng

lish. Are you going 

to study too?



J: Wa yaku. Peru e ke Yes, I am. But I'm
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pagaralan ing Irtglis . 

Pagaralan ke ing 

Kapampangan.

4.4 [Dialogue between Ermie

Alex (A) ]

b aski

baski nanu

E: Nanu ing gawan tamu 

potang bengi?

A: Manalbe tamung sine.

E: 0 sige. Nanung salida 

ing alben tamu?
A: Alben taya ing Romeo 

ampong Juliet.

E: Nukarin ya makapalage?

A: King Cinerama.

E: Nanu ing makapalage 

king Kuhio?

A: Eke balu ing lagiu 

peru cowboy ya ing 

salida.

not going to study 

English. I'm going 

to study Kapampangan.

(E) and her husband

even, in spite of

Anything is okay with 

me (in spite of what 

[it is ] ) .

What shall we do tonight?

Let's see a movie.

Okay. What show shall 

we see?

Let's see Romeo and 

Juliet .

Where is it playing?

At the Cinerama.

What's playing at the 

Kuh i o ?

I don't know the title 

but it's a cowboy 

movie.
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E: Masanting ya? Ninu 

ing lalage?

A: Eku balu peru masan

ting ya kanu.

E: Nanu ing buri mung 

alben?

A : Baski nanu.

E: Alben taya ing

Romeo ampong Juliet. 

0 sige?

A: 0 sige. Alben taya. 

Mako tana.

Is it good? Who's 

playing in it?

I don't know but I 

understand it's good.

What do you want to 

see?

Anything is okay with 

me.

Let's see Romeo and 

Juliet. Okay?

Okay. We'll see that 

(it). Let's go .

5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill (S repeats recitation of Situa

tional Dialogues until contents learned. Fol low 

the recitation of each dialogue with the respec

tive Comprehension and Narration Drill.)
5.2 Comprehension Drill (The following are suggested 

questions.)

Dialogue 4.1

(1) Where is John going?

(2) What is he going to do there?
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(3) What is he going to write?

(4) Is John going to write a song too?

Dialogue 4.2

(1) With whom is John talking?

(2) Is John going somewhere?

(3) What is he going to do there?

(4) Why is he going to buy those things?

Dialogue 4.3

(1) Does Senen have something to do today?

(2) Is Senen going to study at school?

(3) What is Senen going to study?

(4) What is John going to do today?

Dialogue 4.4
(1) Are Ermie and Alex going to watch television?
(2) What movie are they going to see?

(3) Is it playing at the Kuhio?

(4) What's playing at the Kuhio?

5.3 Narration Drill (Restate each dialogue into nar

rative form.)
5.4 Composition-Narration-Comprehension Drill (Each 

student writes a short three to five sentence 

essay stating where he is going, what he is going 

to do, why he is going to do it, etc.



He then presents the essay orally to the class two
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times. After the first presentation, the class 
members write down as many questions as they can 

related to the essay. During the second presen

tation the class members check their questions, 

adding more if necessary. After the oral presen

tation, each student asks one of his questions to 

be answered by any of the other students. Each 

set should consist of about three questions. After 
each set of questions, proceed to the next essay 

presentation.)

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

6.1 A verbal predicative clause is said to be in the 

Object Focus when the direct object is the Topic 

of the utterance. The direct object is designated 

the Topic by replacing the object case marker -n¿ 

(used in Actor Focus sentences) with the topic 

particle in g. In turn, the object focus verbal

affix is added to the verb base in the Predicate 

(replacing the actor focus affixes). The object 

of the topic, or ing phrase, is that of direct 

goal or object of the action.

The following chart shows the object focus 
affixes and the formation of verbs in the object



focus.
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Affix Word base = Verb

(1) -an basa basan 'to read some thing'

kan kanan 'to eat something'

plancha planchan 'to iron some
thing '

kua kuanan 'to take something'

t ay i tayan 'to sew something'

s al i s alwan 'to buy something'

1 amp as o lampaswan 'to s crub some
thing'

a lb e alben ' to see/watch some
thing'

(2) i- s u 1 a t isulat 'to write something'

t u r u i turu 'to teach something'

(3) pag- -an a r a 1 pagaralan 'to study s ome- 
thing'

(4) 4 sub 1 i subli 'to return something'

As with the Actor focus affixes these object 

f ocus  affixes also mark future tense.

Note that when the suffix -a_n is added to 

Certain word bases the following irregularities
o c c u r .

(1) With some word bases ending in -a or -e_,
the -a  of the affix is dropped: basan, alben.

(2) With some word bases ending in -i_ or -c>.
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the suffix is preceded by w, replacing the final 
vowel: salvan, lampaswan.

(3) With a very few word bases such as kua the 

affix is repeated: kua + n + an > kuanan.

6.2 The ing pronouns mark the actor of Actor focus 

sentences (cf. Lesson 28). A different set of 

pronouns is used to denote the actor in Object 

focus sentences. The latter set, however, not 

only denotes the non-focused actor, but also denotes 

the focused object. The two entities are fused 

into one word. For this reason these pronouns are 

called "portmanteau". The set introduced in this 

lesson is for singular object. The set for plural 

objects will be introduced in Lesson 43. These 

portmanteau pronouns occur obligatorily after the

main verb (which is an object focus verb).

The following paradigm includes the singular

object series.

ke [ ku + ya] I-it/him/her

me [mu + ya) you-it/him/her

ne [ na + ya] he/she-it/him/her
te [ta + ya ] we[dl]-it/him/her

taya [ta(mu) + ya] we[in]-it/him/her

my a [mi + y a] we[ex]-it/him/her
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ye [yu + ya] you-it/him/her

de [da + ya] they-it/him/her

Froms in the brackets underly the portmanteau 

pronouns. The first of the two is the actor and 

the second, which is y_a for the entire set, is the 

o b je c t .  This ¿ja is the third person singular ing 

pronoun from the set used for the Actor focus.

VOCABULARY
aaok

basan

ba8ki

baski nanu

blusa

Í8 u la t

kas apue go
ka to l

kuan

»ya

Pera

8al in d r a

salwan

mosquito
going to read (something) 

[object, future] 

even, in spite of 

in spite of what it is 
blouse

going to write (something) 

[object , future] 

matches 

insect coils 

box

we [ex]-it/him/her

money

harmonica

going to buy something 

[object, future]
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Lesson 39

"PSgaralan mya ing Inglis."

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT
1.1 Verbal Predicative Clause, goal focus--object , 

continuing tense
Plgaralan mya ing Inglis. We're studying English

1.2 Verbal affix, goal focus, continuing

(1) pag-.. .- an

(2) C1V1-...-an

(3) C^V^- + word base
1.3 Expansion of ning actor pronouns na 'he/she' and 

da 'they'
(1) ne + ng Al; ne ning mestra

(2) de ri Al ampoy Ermie; de reng estudyante

(3) nala + ng Al (no + ng Al); nala (no) ning 

mestra
(4) dala (do) ri Al ampoy Ermie; dala (do) reng 

estudyante

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2-1 WH- Question and Answer

2-1.1 Q: Nanu ing gagawan yu? What are you[pl] doing
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A: Mamasa kami. We are reading.
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Q: Nanu ing babasan yu? What are you[pl] read
ing?

A: Babasan mya ing We are reading the
dyaryu. newspaper.

2.1.2 Q: Nanu ing gagawan mi? What are we[ex] doing?
A : Susulat kayu. You are writing.

Q: Nanu ing susulat mi? What are we writing?

A: Susulat ye ing kanta. You are writing a song.

2.1.3 Q: Nanu ing gagawan 

nang Al?
What is Al doing?

A: Babasan ne ing He is reading the
dyaryu. newspapar.

2.1.4 Q: Nanu ing gagawan na What is the teacher

ning mestra? doing?
A: Susulat ne ing sulat. She is writing a letter

2.1.5 Q: Nanu ing gagawan da What are Maria and

ri Maria ampoy Ermie? Ermie doing?

A: Pigaralan de ing They are studying

Ing1 is . English.
2.1.6 Q: Nanu ing gagawan da What are the students

reng estudyante? doing?
A: Lilinisan de ing They are cleaning

kuarto ra. their room.
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j2 Yes/No Question and Answer 

»2.1 Q: Mamanewan neng A1 
ing jip?

A: Wa. Mamanewan ne.

2.2.2 Q: Daralan ne ing salad
ning mestra?

A: Ali ya. Daralan neng 

Ermie.

2.2.3 Q: Papalisan de ing

lande reng 

es tudyante?
A: Wa. Papalisan de.

Is A1 driving the jeep?

Yes, he is driving it.

Is the teacher bringing 

the salad?

No, she's not. Ermie’s 

bringing it.

Are the students sweep

ing the floor?

Yes, they're sweeping

it .
2*2.4 Q: Dudusug de ing latnesa 

ri A1 ampoy Alex?
A: Ali. 'Dudusug neng 

A1 ing lamesa. 

Didiligan neng Alex 
ing gabun.

Are A1 and Alex moving 

the table?

No, A1 is moving the 

table. Alex is water

ing the ground.

3 DRILL I

Re8tatement Drill (T makes a statement in the actor 
focus, future and S restates it in the goal-object 

f°cus future. T, then, restates S's statement in
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portmanteau pronouns introduced in Lessons 36 and 

37. Begin drill with verbs in drill 3.1, Lesson 

36 (listed below), then proceed with those follow

ing .

Model. T: 

S : 

T : 

S:

Mamasa kung dyaryu. 

Basan ke ing dyaryu. 

Babasan ke ing dyaryu. 

Babasan ke ing dyaryu.

Review:

(1) basan, babasan

(2) isulat, susulat

(3) pagaralan, pSgaralan

(4) ituru, tuturu

(5) kanan, kakanan

(6) linisan, lilinisan

(7) pipián, pipipian

(8) planchaan, paplanchaan

(9) Magdusug kung lamesa.

Dusugan ke ing lamesa.

I'm going to move the

table.
I'm going to move th,e

table.

Dudusug ke ing lamesa.



(10) Mamalis kang lande. 
Palisan me ing lande. 

Papalisan me ing

lande.

(11) Magbili yang sampaga

king kuarto.

Ibili ne ing sampaga 

king kuarto.

Bibili ne ing 

sampaga king kuarto.

(12) Mandilig katang

gabun.

Diligan te ing gabun.

Didiligan te ing 
gabun.

(13) Gawa tamung inuman.

Gawan taya ing 

inuman.
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You * 11 sweep the floor.

You'll sweep the floor.

You're sweeping the 

floor.

She is going to put 

the flowers in the 
room.

She is going to put 

the flowers in the 
room.

She is putting the 

flowers in the room.

We[dl] are going to 

water the ground.

We're going to water 

the ground.

We're watering the 

ground.

We[in] are going to 

make the punch.

We're going to make 

the punch.
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Gagawan taya ing 

inuman.

(14) Maglutu learning

pamangan.

Ilutu mya ing 

pamangan.

Lulutu mya ing 

pamangan.

(15) Magdala kayung

pamangan keni.

Dalan ye ing 

pamangan keni. 

Daralan ye ing 

pamangan keni.

(16) Mandam lang kotse

king bapa nang 

Carlos .

Andaman de ing kotse 

ning bapa nang 

Carlos .

Daraman de ing kotse 

na ning bapa nang 

Carlos aldo.

We're making the punch

We[ex] are going to 
cook the food.

We're going to cook 
the food.

We're cooking the food.

You will bring the food 
here.

You will bring the food 
here .

You are bringing the 
food here .

They are going to 
borrow Carlos' uncle's 

car .

They are going to bor
row Carlos* uncle's 

car .

They borrow Carlos'. 

uncie ' s car everyday*
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(17) Magmaneo kung kotse.

Manewan de ing kotse.

Mamanewan ke ing 

kotse.

Ruma kang pamangan.

Kuanan me ing 
pamangan.

Kukuanan me ing 

pamangan.

Manyara yang awang.

Isara ne ing awang.

Sasara ne ing awang.

Mamuklat katang 

pasbul.
Ibuklat te ing 

pasbul.

I'm going to drive the 

car.

I'm going to drive the 

car .
I'm driving the car.

You will pick up the 

f ood .
You will pick up the 

food .

You're picking up the 

food .

She's going to close 
the window.

She's going to close 

the window.
She's closing the 
window.

We[dl] are going to 

open the door.
We're going to open 

the door.
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3.2

Bubuklat te ing 

pasbul.
(21) Magkanta tamung

baski nanung 

klaseng kanta.
Ikanta taya ing 

baski nanung 

klaseng kanta. 

Kakanta tamu ing 
baski nanung 

klaseng kanta.

(22) Mamialung kaming

baldugang panyu.

Ipialung mya ing 

baldugang panyu. 

Pipialungan mya 

ing baldugang panyu. 

Restatement Drill (T shows 

doing something, makes
picture in the actor focus 

stating what the person is 

S^'s statement in the goal

We[in] are going to 

sing all kinds of 
songs.

We're going to sing 

all kinds of songs.

We're singing all kinds 

of songs.

We[ex] are going to 

play "drop the 

handkerchief".

We're going to play 
"drop the handkerchief. • 

We're playing "drop 

the handkerchief". 
a picture of someone 

statement about the 

continuing form, 
doing. Then restates

object focus, continuing
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oT occupation--i.e., i Juan or ing mestra, etc.) 

Model. T: (shows a picture of a person reading a

book)
S^: Mámasa yang libru i Juan.

S2: Babasan neng Juan ing libru.
(Review verb forms introduced in drill 3.1, Lesson 

31, then proceed with the following.)

(1) mlgdusug i s moving

(2) mámalis i s sweeping

(3) mágbili i s putting on/in

(4) mSndilig i s watering

(5) gagawa is making

(6) miglutu i s cooking

(7) magdala is bringing

(8) rnSnamdam is borrowing (borrows

often)

(9) magmaneo is driving

(10) manyara is closing

(11) mimukla t is opening

(12) migkanta i s singing

(13) mlmialung i s playing
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3.3 Response Drill (T shows a picture as answer cue 

and asks the question Nanu ing gagawan (na)? 
responds accordingly. Vary the subject pronouns 

and include expansions of subject pronouns where 
possible.)

Model. T: (showing a picture of two girls cooking)

Nanu ing gagawan da reng babai?

'1* Lulutu de ing manuk reng babai.

3.4 Narration-Comp rehens ion Drill (S^ makes a compound 

statement, stating where X is and what X is doing. 

Then asks two questions: (1) where X is, and
(2) what X is doing. responds to each question

according to the utterence made by S^.)
Model. S^: I Juan atiu king Pilipinas at págara ân

ne ing Kapampangan.

Nu ya karin i Juan?

S2  ̂ I Juan atiu king Pilipinas.
S^: Nanu ing gagawan na karin?

Pagaralan ne ing Kapampangan.

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUE
4.1 [Dialogue between Mr. Smith (S) and a couple of 

students in his high school. Florante (F) and

Cora (C)]
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keni?

F: Magaral kami.

S: Nanu ing pagaralan yu?

C: Pigaralan mya ing 

Ing1is .
S: Peru, babasan ye ing 

dyaryu!

F: Wa. Makanian kaming 

mebiasang Inglis king 

pamamasang Inglis 

dyaryu ampong tnagasin.

S: Ante ing mestra yu?

C: King klase na.

S: Anta reng aliwang 
estudyante, kayabe

nala?

F: Wa.
S: Nanu ing gagawan da 

reng estudyante? 

Pigaralan de natnan 

ing Inglis?

doing here?
We're studying.

What are you studying?

We're studying English.

But, you're reading the 

newspaper!

Yes, that's how we 
learn English, by 

reading English news

papers and magazines.

Where is your teacher?

In her classroom.

Are the other students 
with her? (What about

the other students, 

are they her compan

ions? )

Yes .
What are the students 

doing? Are they 

studying English, too?
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F: Ali. Pagaralan de ing No, the other students

Math reng aliwang are doing [ t h e i r ]  Math.
es t udyant e.

S: Ing mestra tuturu yang Is the teacher teaching

Math ngeni? Math now?

C: Ali ya. Lungub ka, No, she isn't. You

nung bisa ka . can go in i f  you 

want [ to ] .
S: Ali. Eku bisa. Nanu No. I don't want [ to ] .

ing gagawan na ning What is the teacher

mestra nung eya doing if she i s n ' t

tuturu. teaching.
F: Siguru mamasa ya mu. Probably just reading.

Oras ning pamagaral. It's study per iod

Aniang kayi deng (hour of study) so

estudyante magaral lang the students are

d ili ra. studying by themselves.

S: Magaral ya mu naman Is A1 studying i n  thet*»

A1 karin? too?
C: Ali. No .

S: 0, ante i A1? Oh, where is Al?

C: Meyari ne king He's already f in is h e d

pamagaral na. s tudying.
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Ania mamialung nala So he's outside in the

mung mahjong ke lual. yard playing mahjong.

p: O, oita na ing kumpana. Oh, there goes the bell.

Oras na naman para king It's time for the next

tutuking klase. Mako class. We have to go

na kami. now .

C: Babay. Good-bye.

[Dialogue between Miss Dizon (D) and John (J), 

both teachers of high school]

D: Oy nanu ing gagawan Hey, what are you all

mu? doing ?

J: Maganda kami para We're getting ready for

king 'party' potang 

bengi.

a party tonight.

0, atin kayung 'party' Oh, you're having a

king eskuela? class party?

Wa, deng anak buri Yes, the kids wanted

deng pagandaan ing to celebrate All
daun. Saints Day.

0» kasanting. Mallari Oh, how nice. Can I

kung sumaup? help ?
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J: Salamat, peru maka- Thanks, but everything
ayos na ing eganagana. is taken care of. As

Deng anak a lalaki you can see, the boys

dudusog do reng are moving the chairs

taburete king sumangid to one side of the

ning kuarto ampong room and the tables to

deng lamesa king the other side, and
kasumangid ampong deng the girls are sweeping
babayi papalisan de • the floor. Later,
ing lande. Potang they'll put flowers on
kaye mangana lang the tables and decora
sampaga king lamesa tions on the walls and
ampong dekorasyon king 

dingding .
the ceiling.

A: Titser mayalikabok Teacher, it's very
king lual. Diligan ke dusty outside. Shall
ing gabun? I water the ground?

J: Salamat, perú i Alex Thank you, but Alex is
didiligan na ne.Mallari already watering.
meng saupan i Sheila. You can go and help
Atilu king bale ra Sheila. They're at
gagawan de ing inuman her house right now
ampong magluto la king
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pamangan. Sabian mu making the punch and

kaya i Carlos mandan cooking the food.

ya king 'jeep' nang Tell her that Carlos
bapa na at datang ya is borrowing his
keni kuanan ne ing uncle's jeep and that
pamangan potang he'll come to pick up

bandang alas singku the food at around

at dalan ne king 5 o'olock and bring

es kuela. it to school.

A: Magmaneo ya i Carlos? Is Carlos driving?

J: Wa. Yes .

A: Masanting. Sake na Good. I'll ride back

kung pabalik kaya with him and help him

dalan ku ing manga 
karga .

carry the stuf f.

M: Titser, yari na Teacher, we're all

kaming magdecorate through decorating

king kuarto. Isara the room. Shall we

mya ing awang? close the windows?

J: Wa. Buklat ta na Yes. We'll open them

lamu potang bengi. again tonight. [to

Obat eka makiabe kekami Miss Dizon] Say, why

potang bengi. Dakal don't you come andpotang bengi. Dakal
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5

5

5

tamung pamangan. 

Magkanta tamu at 

mamialung at saka 

potang kayi tumirak 
tamu. Masaya sigurado.

D: Masaya pin ata. 0

sige tuki na ku. 

Asaan mu ku.

J: Manga alas sais?
D: 0 sige salamat.

Pabaluan mu ku nung 
mangailangan ka.

J: 0 sige.

DRILL II

join us tonight? I’m 
sure we'll have enough 

to eat. We're going 

to sing songs, play 

games and have 
dancing afterwards. 

It's going to be a 

lot of fun.

It sure sounds like 

f un. Okay. I'll 

come. You can expect 

me .

Around 6:00 then?

Okay, thanks. Let me 

know if you need 

anything.

Okay .

1 Recitation Drill (S repeats recitation of 

situational dialogues until contents learned.)
2 Comprehension Drill (A: T asks questions based on

situational dialogues and S responds. B:  asks

questions based on the situational dialogues and
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responds. Suggested questions are given below.) 

Questions on dialogue 4.1

Where are Mr. Smith, Florante and Cora?

Are they all students?

What are Florante and Cora doing?

Is Mr. Smith doing the same thing, too?
Why are Florante and Cora reading the newspaper 

Is this a good idea?

Where is the teacher?

Are Florante and Cora in class?

Why aren't they in class?

Is the teacher alone in her classroom?

Who's with her?

What are the students doing in the classroom?

Is the teacher teaching in her classroom?

What is she doing?

Why isn't she teaching?
•v

Does Mr. Smith want to see the teacher?
Is A1 a student in her class, too?

Is he doing his homework in the classroom, too? 

Where is Al?

What is he doing there?
^hy is he playing when the other students are

?
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Is he playing by himself?

Did Florante and Cora go home after the  b e l l  

rang ?

(2) Questions on dialogue 4.2

Are Miss Dizon and Mr. Smith students?

What is Mr. Smith doing?

Is it his party?

Why are they having a party?

Is the party in the afternoon?

Where are they having it?
What are the boys doing to get ready f o r  t he  

party?

What are the girls doing?
How are they going to decorate the room?

Is A1 watering the ground outside?

What is A1 going to do?

Where is Sheila?

Is she there by herself?
What are they doing at Sheila's house?
How are they going to bring the food to  the 
party?

Who's jeep is it?
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Is Mr. Smith going to drive the jeep?

Do you know what time the party is going to 

start?

What are they going to do at the party?

Will Mr. Smith be the only teacher there?

5.3 Narration Drill (Restate the situational dialogues 

in narrative form.)

5.4 Dialogue Drill (S., and S^ plan a get-together-- 

party, picnic, etc.--and talk about date, time, 

who'11 do what.)

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

6.1 The Continuing tense of the Object focus is marked 

in the following ways.

(1) Reduplication of the initial consonant and 

vowel of the -an object focus verbs.

basan babasan 'is reading something'

linisan Lilinisan 'is cleaning something'

diligan didiligan 'is watering something'

(2) Reduplication of the initial consonant and 

vowel of word bases that take the jL- object 

affix.
ituru tuturu 'is teaching something'

'is writing something'isulat susulat
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object focus verbs.

pagaralan pigaralan 'is studying something'

6.2 The ning class particles introduce phrases which 
expand the non-focussed actor of object focus 

sentences. Remember that the non-focussed actor 

pronoun occurs in the portmanteau pronoun discussed 

in Lesson 38, 6.2. The ning particles include 

ning, -ng, reng and r_i. The first two are singular 

forms and the last two, plural. The occurrence of 

these forms is governed by the type of noun that 

follows, i.e. whether it is a common or proper 

noun; whether singular or plural. Ning occurs with 

singular common nouns, -nj> with singular proper 

nouns, reng with plural common nouns, and rjl with 

plural proper nouns.
Note that reng and r_i here are homophonous 

with the reng and ri of the ing class.
The portmanteau pronouns are always obligatory 

in Kapampangan. The third person actor pronouns 

may or may not be expanded by a phrase or phrases.
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(1) Basan ne ing libru. 
read she-it the book

'She is going to read the book.'

(2) Basan ne ning mestra ing libru. 
read she-it the teacher the book

'The teacher is going to read the book.'

(3) Basan neng A1 ing libru. 
read he-it CP A1 the book

'A1 is going to read the book.'

(4) Basan de reng mestra ing libru. 
read they-it the teachers the book

'The teachers are going to read the book.'

(5) Basan de ri Al ampoy Ermie ing libru. 
read they-it CP A1 and-CP Ermie the book

'A1 and Ermie are going to read the book.'

Note that the phrase marker -nj> is bound to 

the pronoun (cf. 3 above). The order of occurrence 

of that phrase is, therefore, fixed. The other 

three ning phrases, however, may occur interchange

ably in position with the following ing phrases.

For example:

(6) Plgaralan ne ning mestra ing Inglis.

(7) Pigaralan ne ing Inglis ning mestra.
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expanded in the same way. Note, however, that the 

pronoun which denotes the actor in nanu question 

is not the portmanteau. These pronouns were 

discussed in Lesson 31 , and are in the same set 

which underlies the non-focussed actor of the 

portmanteau pronouns (cf. Lesson 38, 6.2). The 

following are examples of expanded nanu questions.

(8) Nanu ing gagawan na ning mestra?
what the doing she the teacher

'What is the teacher doing?'

(9) Nanu ing gagawan nang Pedro?

'What is Pedro doing?'

(10) Nanu ing gagawan da reng mestra?

'What are the teachers doing?'

(11) Nanu ing gagawan da ri Pedro ampoy Roberto?

'What are Pedro and Roberto doing?'

6.3 Ante is an interrogative meaning 'where' like

nukarin. The difference between the two is that 

ante denotes specifically the place where someone 

or something is located. Nukar in, on the other 

hand, is the more general term and may be used to 

refer to any and all places, i.e. the place where 

someone or something is located, the place towards.
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or from which someone is going, the place where 

someone was born, etc.

{.A Kapampangan reflexive pronouns are phrases com

prised of sarili or dili 'alone' plus the posses

sive pronoun. Sarili occurs with singular pronouns 

and dili with plural. These phrases occur linked 

to the actor pronoun as in the following sentences.

(1) Deng estudyante magaral lang dili ra.
TP students studying they-Lk alone their

'The students are studying by themselves.'

(2) Munta kung sarili ku. 
go I-Lk myself

'I'm going by myself.'

6-5 The demonstratives ini , iyan, ita occur with the 

prefix o- as adverbials and denote the meanings 

'here', 'there', and 'there (farther away)' re

spectively. The following sentences illustrate.

(1) Oini litrato ya kareng kaluguran ku. 
here picture it of-the friends my

'Here is a picture of my friends.'

(2) Oyan na ing mestra daratang me.

'There comes the teacher.'

(3) Oita na ing kumpana. 
there already the bell.

'There goes the bell.'
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adverbials and the locative adverbials keni and 

keta which denote 'here' and 'there' respectively 

(cf. Lesson 14).
6.6 Sumangid basically means 'across, on the other 

side'. In the phrase king sumangid ning kuarto 

it means 'to one side of the room'. In this 

context the opposite or the other side is denoted 

by kasumangid (with the nom. companion affix ka-) .
6.7 Pota 'later' is used to denote a time of day or hour 

not past and nandin to one already past.

For example:

(1) Buklat ta na la mu potang abak.

'We'll open them (later) this morning.'

(2) Biklat ta na la nanding abak.

'We already opened them this morning.'

The following are other uses of pota.

(3) Magkanta tamu at mamialung at-saka potang kayi 
Sing we and play and-also later-then dance
tumirak tamu. 
we

'We'll sing and play [games] and also dance

af terwards. '
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(4) Kuanan ne ing pamangan potang bandang alas
get he-it the food later-Lk there at the hour
s ingku. 
f ive

'He will get the food at around five o'clock.' 

'At around five o'clock' can also be denoted by 

aanga alas singku. Remember that manga denotes 

approximation of numerals (cf. Lesson 34).

(.8 The following sentences illustrate the use of the 

prefix pa- meaning 'direction towards'.

(1) Sake na kung pabalik kaya.
ride now I-Lk towards-return with-him

'I'll ride back with him.'

(2) £a Menila tamu. 
towards-Manila we

'We're going to Manila.'

Remember that there is another p_a- which denotes

'duration of time' (cf. Lesson 14). This pa-

always occurs with time words.

(3) Pabulan kung tinuknang king Menila. 
for-month I-Lk stayed in Manila

'I stayed in Manila for a month.'

(4) Pabanwa ya i Al.

'A1 is one year old.'
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7 VOCABULARY

alikabok dust

andam borrow [word b a s e ]

ante where

ata maybe, it seems

ayos take care [wb]

balik return [wb]

bili put in/on [word b a s e ]

buklat open (door) [word b a s e ]

dala bring [word base]

daun All Saints Day

dekorasyun decoration

dili ra themselves

dilig water [word base]

d ingd ing wall

do [= da + la] they-them

dus ug move [word base]

eganagana all, everything

gab un ground

gawa make [word base], [ a c t o r »

future]

inuman

kanS

punch, drink
put, place (in a specif

place) [word base]
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ksrga

kasumangid

ke l ua l

lungub

lu tu

■aganda

■aka-

a ak aa yo s

■ a k a n i a n

■aneo

a a n g a i l a n g a n

o i t a

p a b a l u a n

p a g a n d a a n

P a l i s

p a m a g a r a l

pamamas a

sake

s a r a

8aya

sumangid
t e r a k

t^t8er

carry [wb], things 

the other side, across 

there in the yard 

enter [actor, future] 

cook [word base] 

to get ready 

is [aptative stative] 

is taken care of 

that's so, that's how 

drive [word base] 

need [actor, future] 

there [adverbial dem.] 

let know, make known 

to prepare for 

sweep [word base] 

study [non. ] 

the reading [nom.] 

ride [word base], [actor, 

future] 

close (window) [word base] 

happy, fun [word base] 

the other side, across 
dance [word base] 

teacher



tumerak to dance [actor, future]
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Lesson 40

"Deng anak inayos de ing eskuela."

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Verbal Predicative Clause 
completed tense

, goal (object) focus.

Deng anak inayos de The students took care

i n g  eskuela. of the school.

1.2 Verbal affix, goal focus. completed tense

(1) Replacing u and a with i and e

(2) in- (for word bases with initial vowel)

(3) -in- (for -an and _i-

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT 

2*1 WH- Question and Answer

object focus verbs)

2 l•1.1 Q: Nanu ing gewa mu What did you do last

nabengi? night?

A: Memasa ku. I read.

Q: Nanu ing binasa mu? What did you read?

A: Binasa ke ing 

nobela.

I read a nove 1.

2.1 2 Q: Nanu ing gewa nang What did Ermie do

Ermie napun? yesterday?

A: Minta ya kang Maria. She went to Maria's.
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Q: Nanu ing gewa na 

karin?

A: Teyan de ing baru 

at-saka sinulat 
ne ing sulat 

kareng kaluguran 

na king Amerika.

2.1.3 Q: Nanu ing gewa na
ning kaluguran mu ?

A: Tinuru ya king 

Dolores.

Q: Nanu ing tiru na?

A: Tiru ne ing Inglis.

Q: Ya mu ngan ing 

gewa na?

A: Ali. Pigaralan 

neman ing 

Kap amp angan.

What did she do there?

She sewed a d r e s s  and 

then she w r o t e  l e t t e r s  

to her f r i e n d s  i n  

America.

What did y o u r  f r i e n d  

do last y e a r ?

He taught a t  D olo res .

What did he t e a c h ?

He taught E n g l i s h .

Is that all he d i d ?

No. He studied 
Kapampangan a l s o .

3 DRILL I
3.1 Restatement Drill (T makes a statement in t h e

actor focus future. restates it into t h e  g°a
(object) future, and into the goal ( o b j e c t )

continuing. Then T restates s t a t e m e n t  i ® c
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the goal (object) completed and S repeats. Drill 

the verbs listed below (given in the actor focus 
future tense first and the object focus completed 

second), then proceed with the new verbs introduced 

in this lesson. Review all the portmanteau pronouns 

also. )
Model. T: Mamasa kung dyaryu.

S.. : Basan ke ing dyaryu.

Babasan ke ing dyaryu.
T: Binasa ke ing dyaryu.

S: Binasa ke ing dyaryu.

Review. (1) mamasa, binasa

(2) sumulat, sinulat

(3) magaral, pigaralan

(4) turu, tiru

(5) maglinis, lininis
(6) mangan, pengan

(7) mamipi, pinipi

(8) mamlancha, pelanchaan

(9) minum, minuman

(10) kuma, kinua

(11) mamialung, pemyalungan

(12) manayi, teyan
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(13) manyubli, sibli

(14) sali, seli

(15) gawa, gewa

(16) maglampaso, linampaso
(17) manalbe, inalbe
(18) magdusug, dinusug
(19) mamalis, pelisan
(20) magbili, binili

(21) mangana, kená
(22) mandilig, dinilig

(23) maglutu, linutu
(24) magdala, dinalan
(25) mandam, inandam
(26) magmaneo, minaneo

(27) manyara, sinara

(28) mamuklat, binuklat
(29) magkanta, kinanta
(30) tumerak; (iterak, teterak) tirak
(31) mangana; (ikaná, kakaná) kená
(32) manayos; (ayosan, lyosan) inayos

3.2 Review Drill of Actor and Object Focus C o m p l e t e d

forms (T gives the word base. S ̂ makes a s t a t e m e n t

the wordin the Actor Focus Completed tense using
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base, and in the Object Focus Completed tense.

Review all the actor pronouns and include as many 

Complementary phrases as is feasible.)
Model. T: basa

S^: Memasa kung librung masanting king 

eskuela napun.

S ^ ‘ Binasa ke ing librung masanting king 
eskuela napun.

Response Drill (S^ asks the question "What did you 

do (yesterday)?" and responds with a statement 
in the Actor focus, giving just the action. 

then asks a question to elicit the direct object 

of the action and responds accordingly. Vary 

the past time word in the first question, as 

indicated by the parentheses enclosing 'yesterday'.) 

Model. S^: Nanu ing gewa mu (nabengi)?

S2 : Memasa ku.

S^: Nanu ing binasa mu?

S^: Binasa ke ing nobela.

Movable-Slot Cued-Substitution Drill (T makes a 

statement, after which she gives word cues in 

Kapampangan. S substitutes each cue in the 

appropriate slot of the preceding sentence, making
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the necessary changes in the verb for tense and 

focus where applicable. The context of the sentence 

will determine the particular usage of forms which 

have more than one meaning. Examples of such 

forms are -n_£ which marks both non-focused actor 

and object, and deng which marks both topic or

non-topic actor.)
Model. T : Sumulat kung kwentu king Inglis potang 

bengi.

(Kapampangan)
S :: Sumulat kung kwentu king Kapampangan 

potang beni.

T :: (napun)

S ¡: Sinulat kung kwentu king Kapampangan 

napun.
T :: (ing kwentu)
S :: Sinulat ke ing kwentu king Kapampangan 

napun.

T ;: (ngeni)
S :: Susulat ke ing kwentu king Kapampangan 

ngeni.
T ;: (bukas)
S :: Isulat ke ing kwentu king Kapampangan 

bukas.

(at saka manga nanu nanu pa)
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(1) Frame:
bengi.

Cues: (a) Kapampangan

V* (b) nap un

f t  (c) ing kwentu

(d) ngen i

I (e) bukas

1  (f) -ng A1

(g) i A1

(2) Frame: Sera mya ing awang.

Cues: (a) di Ermie ampoy Maria

¡i" (b) potang gatpanapun

(c) p asb ul

(d) i A1

(e) nand in

(f) ngeni

'3) Frame: Ginawa yang inuman.

Cues: (a) i Ermie

(b) deng babayi

(c) ing inuman

(d) pota

(e) ngeni

(f) ing mestra

(g) pamangan
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3.5 Repeat the drill above. (Each student makes up three 
such drills with no less than five cues. The s t u d e n t  

conducts his own drill.)

3.6 Restatement Drill (T gives a phrase containing a 

possessive pronoun following the noun. S restates 

it with the possessive preceding the noun. Review 

all the possessive pronouns.)

Model. T: libru ku

S: kanakung libru
3.7 Statement Drill (Select verbs which take a possessed 

phrase as a complementary phrase from those listed 

in drill 3.1. S^ makes a statement in the Completé 

tense using any focus which contains a possessed 

phrase. The possessed phrase can be of either for*.

then restates the utterance using the alternant 

possessed phrase.)

Model. S^: Miglinis ku king kwarto na.
S2 : Miglinis ku king kayang kwarto./Lini°*s 

ke ing kayang kwarto.

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES
4.1 [Dialogue between Ermie (E) and Miss Dizon (D) 1



i»bita invite

(«labita was invited [stative, 

comp le ted]

tigtigan play music

laa ig t igan to play music

lilablta invited [referent , 

comple ted ]

ra [, da] I [non-focused actor]

E: Mukarin ka minta Where did you go last

nabengi ? night?

D: Meimbita ku nabengi I was invited to a

king eskuela, party (children’s party at

da reng anak. school) school party 

last night.

Dakal kayu pamangan? Did you have lots of 

food?

Wa. Dakal a dakal ing Yes, there was a lot

karelang linuto. of food.

Deng anak inayos de And the place really

*-n8 eskuela. Pindusog looked nice. The

reng luklukan children took care of

ampong lamesa king the room (school).

^asumangid at deng They moved the chairs
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babayi pinalis de ing 

lande at linampaso. 

Mengana la mung 

sampaga king lamesa 

ampong dekorasyun 
king dingding.

E: Nanu ing gewa yu?

D: Migkanta kami at 

mimialung ampong 

tinirak.

E: Ninu ing manigtigan?

D: 0, atin kami mung plaka.

E: Sana minta ku.

D: Wa, bat eka minta?

E: Alang me inimbita 

kanaku.
D: 0, nung balu ku mu

sana inimbita ra ka.

and the tables to the 

(other) side [of the 

room] and the girls 

swept and scrubbed 

the floors. They even 
put flowers on the 

tables and decorations 

on the walls .
What did you do?

We sang and played 

[games] and danced.

Who played the music?

Oh, we just had records.

I wish I could have 

gone .

Yes, why didn't you 

come ?

No one invited me.

Oh, if I knew you 
(wished) wanted to 

come, I would have

invi ted you.



What time did the
r

I: Nanung oras meyari ing 

party ?

D: Meyari lang kapitangang 

bengi.
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party end?

It ended at midnight.

< HILL I I

il Narration Drill (Restate the dialogue 4.2 in

Lesson 39 into narrative form using the Completed 

tense. Include as many details as possible, 

preferably  all. )

Comprehens ion Drill (S^ asks a question based on 

the dialogue and responds.)

(1) Who is Ermie talking to?

(2) What are they talking about?

(3) What did Miss Dizon do?
(A) Was Ermie there too?

(5) Did they have food at the party?

(6) Did they get the food from a restaurant? 

p) What did they do at the party?

■V®) Did they have a big band or a small one?

Was the room where they had the party nice? 

r ) How was it nice? (in what way was it nice?) 

Who did all the work in getting the room 

ready for the party?
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(12) Did only the boys help?

(13) Did the party end early?

(14) Do you think Ermie would have gone to the
party if she were invited?

(15) How do you know?

5.3 Narrative Drill (Each student writes a narrative

about a past experience. The past may be last

night, last year, or many years ago. The narrative

should include details of one experience rather
than a listing of many experiences. After the

teacher checks the composition and all corrections

are made, the students present their narratives to 
*

the class by memory. Corrections in pronunciation, 

grammar etc. should be made after each presentation, 

following it up with dirlls if necessary.)

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

6.1 The Completed tense of the goal (object) focus is 

generally marked by the affix (-)in- which is 

added before the first vowel of the object focus 

verb. When in- is added, the object focus affixes 

i_- and, in most cases, -aji are dropped; hence, 

in- marks both the Completed tense and the object 
focus. The following illustrate.



binasa
(1) ~an object 

bas aii

focus verbs
binasa

linisan 1inini s

pipián p in ip i

ayos an inayos

alben inalb e

inuman ininuman

(2) i- object focus verbs
Hutu linutu

ibili binili

isulat sinulat

There are some -an and i- verbs that do not fit

the rule given above. Instead of the iji - , these

verbs take the replacives i and e, i.e. the first

vowel of these verbs is replaced by i if the vowel

*8 u, and e if the vowel is a. The affix -an is

also retained with some verbs in this group (cf.

below) .
v*rbs.

The following are examples of such

Ik ana kena
ituru t i ru
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salvan sell

gawan gewa

tay^n teyan

The replacive î also occurs with o b je c t focus 

verbs which take a 0 object focus affix, as in  the 

following.

subli s^bli

The following are further exceptions to  the 

rules above.

pagaralan 

planchaan 

p ialungan

pi_garalan

pelanchaan

pemyalungan

6.2 The possessive construction libru ku 'my book' **• 

introduced in Lessons 13 (singular possessive 
pronoun) and 20 (plural). An alternate possessiv® 

construction is introduced in this lesson kAcakuflg. 

libru 'my book'. In this construction the pronoun 

used is that of the king case (cf. Lesson 15) wWc 

occurs preceding the possessed noun rather then 

following it. It also occurs linked to the nouO 

Remember that the king case pronoun al®°

occurs in the construction kanaku ya 'It's mi°®

(cf. Lesson 24 )• These, of course, are a
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M the use of king case pronouns that substitute 

for the referent or beneficiary of the actor.

VOCABULARY

iabita invite

inimbita invited [referent,

comp 1e t ed]

aanigtigan to play music

aeimbi ta was invited [stative,

comp1e t ed]

ra [- da] I [non-focused actor]



Lesson 41

"Kaninu ka sumulat?"

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT
1.1 Predicative Clause, Referent focus

1.1.1 Future Tense
Sulatanan ke i Ima ku. I'm going to write to

my mother.

1.1.2 Continuing Tense 
Susulatanan ke i Ima ku. I'm writing to my mother

1.1.3 Completed Tense
Silatanan ke i Ima ku. I wrote to my mother.

1.2 Verbal affix, referent focus

1.2.1 Future tense

(1) -an, -anan

(2) pag-...-an

(3) pa-...-an

(4) paN-
1.2.2 Continuing tense

(1) CjVj-C. . .-an)
(2) C^V^pa-...-an

(3) pag-, paN- (lengthening of vowel)
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jj.3 C o m p l e t e d  t e n s e

(1) in-( + -an)
(2) Replacives e_/i_ for a_, 1̂ for u (+ -an)

(3) pig-, peN-
(4) pepa- . . . -an 

;.3 ¥H- Question
Kaninu ka sumulat To whom are you going

to write?

Kaninu ka susulat? To whom are you writing?

Kaninu ka slnulat? To whom did you write?

* CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT
WE- Question and Answer, kaninu question 

‘•*•1 Q: Kaninu ka sumulat? To whom are you going to

write?

Sulatanan ke i Ima I'm going to write to

To whom did you write?

my mother.

Silatanan ke i I wrote to my mother.

Ima ku.

Q« Kaninu ka süsulat? 

Susulatanan ke i

To whom are you writing?

I'm writing to my

Ima ku. mother.
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2.2 WH- Question and Answer, nukarin, nanu, kaninu 
ques tions

Q: Nanu ing gawan mu? What are you going to do»
A : Sumulat ku. I'm going to write.
Q: Nanu ing isulat mu? What are you going to

write?

A: Isulat ke ing sulat. I'm going to write a
letter.

Q: Kaninu ka sumulat? To whom are ;you going

to write?

A: Sulatanan ke i I'm going to write to

Ima ku. my mo ther.

Q: Nanu ing gawan mu? What are you going to

do?

A: Isulat ke ing sulat. I'm going to write a

letter.

Q: Kaninu ka sumulat? To whom are you going

to write?

A: Sulatanan ke i I'm going to write to

Ima ku. my mo th er.

Q: Nukarin ya i Al? Where is Al?

A: Atiu king kuarto na. He's in his room.

Q: Nanu ing gagawan What is he doing there?

nukarin?



A: Mamasa ya.
Q: Nanu ing babasan na?

A: Babasan ne ing 

is torya.

Q: Kaninu ya mamasa ing 

istorya?
A: Pamas a ne ing wali na.

Q: Nukarin ka minta 
nabengi ?

A: Minta ku king eskuela.

Q: Nanu ing gewa mu 

karin?
A: Tinuru ku.

Q: Nanu ing tiru mu?

A; Tiru ke ing Inglis 

ampong Math.
Q; N-inu ing tiru mu?

Tiru kula reng 

estudyante ning 
’high school ' .
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He's reading.

What is he reading?

He's reading a story.

To whom is he reading 

a story?
He's reading to his 

younger brother.

Where did you go last 

night?

1 went to school.

What did you do there?

I taught.

What did you teach?

I taught English and 

Math .

Whom did you teach?

I taught some high 

school students.
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3 DRILL I

3.1 Restatement Drill (T gives an utterance in the

actor focus, future tense. S restates it into the 
object, then the referent focus making the cor

responding Topic change.)

Model. T: Mamye kung kendi kaya.

S: Ibye ke ing kendi kaya.

S: Dinan keng kendi.
(1) Mamye kung kendi kaya. 'I will give her candy.' 

Ibye

Dinan

(2) Sumulat kung sulat kaya. 'I will write her aletter.
Isulat 

S ula t anan
(3) Turu kung Inglis kaya. 'I will teach herEnglish.

I tur u 

Turuan
(4) Mamisali kung kotse kaya. 'I will sell her acar.

Ipisali 

P asalwan
(5) Magparam kung libru kaya. 'I will lend her

book.1
Ip ar am 

Paraman
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(i) Magkanta kung kanta kaya.

Ikanta
Kantaan

'I will sing her a 
song.1

(7) Magdala kung kendi kaya. 'I will take her a
candy.*

Idala 
Pagdalan

(8) Mamasa kung kwentu kaya. 'I will read her a
story.'

Basan

Pamasa
(9) Manatcha kung bola kaya. 'I will throw a ball

to her.'
Iyatcha ke ing Lola kaya.

Atchaanan keng bola.
Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

Referent focus, future tense. S repeats the

•entence. Then T gives the verb in the continuing

tense. s restates T's statement using the verb

Riven, changing the time word to ngeni. Then T

Rives the verb in the completed tense and S restates

sentence in the completed tense, changing the

Word to napun . )
Hodel. T: Sulatanan neng sulat ing mestra bukas. 

S: Sulatanan neng sulat ing mestra bukas. 

T: (susulatanan)
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S: Susulatanan neng sulat king m e s t r a  ngenl 
T: (silatanan)

S: Silatanan neng sulat ing mestra n a p u n .

(1) Sulatanan neng sulat ing mestra bukas.

Susulatanan..................... ngeni

Silatanan........................napun

(2) Dinan neng kendi ing anak nang Al bukas.

Dir inan 

Dininan
(3) Turuan neng Inglis ing wali na ning mestra bukas. 

Tuturu

Tiru

(4) Pasalwan myang kotse bukas.

Papasalwan

Pepasalwan

(5) Paraman deng libru bukas.

Paparaman

Peraman
(6) Kantaan yeng kanta ing klase bukas.

Kakantaan

Kinanta
(7) Dalan keng kendi i Apu ku bukas.

Daralan

Dinalan
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(g) Pamasa meng kwentu i A1 bukas. 

pamas a 

Pemasa
(9) Turan neng Al i Kristi king bola.

Tuturan 

Tiran
(10) Atchaanan keng bola ing mestra.

Atchaanan 
Inatchanan

J.3 Substitution Drill--Review (T will give a set of 

cues in English for each frame sentence. sub

stitutes the Kapampangan equivalent in the appro

priate slots, marked by underlining in the frame

sentence .)

Model. T: Mamye kung kendi kaya.

T: (to the teacher)

S^: Mamye kung kendi king mestra.

T: (to Al)

S2: Mamye kung kendi kang Al. 

d) Mamye kung kendi kay a.

Cues: to the teacher 

to Al

to the children
to Ermie and Maria
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(2) Ibye k_e ing kendi kaya.

Cues: you [singular]
she

they

we [exclusive]

(3) Dinan keng kendi.

Cues: to the child

to my mother 
to my sister 

to Pedro
(4) Ituru me ing Kapampangan kaya.

Cues: to us [exclusive]

to them 
to me

(3) Isulat my a ing sulat kareng kaluguran mi.

Cues: you [plural], your [plural] 

we [dual], our [dual]

I , ray
we [inclusive], our [inclusive]

(6) Magdala kung kendi kaya.
Cues: you [singular], the student 

you [plural], your parents 

A1 , to you [plural] 
my brother, to your house
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(7) Basan ne ing kwentu king wali ku .

Cues: to you [singular]
to us [dual] 
to us [inclusive] 

to her

(8) Mamisali yang kotse kaya.
Cues: Mr. and Mrs. Ruiz

my brothers 

we [exclusive] 
we [inclusive]

* SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES 

‘•1 [Dialogue between John 

-anan

sulatanan

Nukarin ka munta?
Js Muli ku.

Nanu ing gawan mu 
king bale?

Sumulat kung sulat.

(J) and Pedro (P) ]

[verbal affix, referent 
focus, future tense] 

write to someone 

[referent, future] 

Where are you going?

I'm going home.

What are you going to 

do at home?
I'm going to write a

Í
I

letter.
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P: Kaninu ka sumulat? To whom are you going 
to write?

J: Sulatanan ke i Ima ku. I'm going to write to 
my mother.

P: Isulat me ing sulat Are you going to write
king Kapampangan? it in Kapampangan?

J: Ali ku. Isulat ke No, I'm not. I'm going
king Inglis. Eya to write it in English.
biasang Kapampangan. She doesn't know 

Kapampangan.

U.2 [Dialogue between Pedro (P) and Senen (S)]

manya1i to shop [distributive, 

future]

C^V^-...-an [verbal affix, object 

focus, continuing tense]

sasalwan is buying something

no [= na + la] he-them [portmanteau 

pronoun, nonfocused 

actor-focused plural 

object/referent]

garni t use [word base]

p3“• • . -an [verbal affix, causative- 

referent, future tense]
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d a l a  

p a d a 1 a 

d a l a n

padalan

P: Nukarin ya i Juan?

S: Minta ya king balen.

P: Nanu ing gagawan na 

karin?

S: Manyali ya.

P: Nanu ing sasalvan na? 

S: Sasalwan no reng

pasalubung ampong 

gamit eskuela.

Para kaninu ya ing 

pasalubung?

S: Para kareng pamilya 

na?

P: Obat sasali yang

pasulubung ngeni?

E pa pasku.

take [word base] 

send [causative, future] 

take to someone [referent, 

future] 

send to someone [causa

tive-referent, future] 

Where is John?

He went to town.

What is he doing there?

He ' s shopping.

What is he buying?

He's buying presents 

and some school supplies.

For whom is the present?

For his family.

Why is he buying presents 

now? it's not Christ

mas yet.
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4.3

S: Ali, padalan na la 

mung 'souvenir' 

manibat Pilipinas. 

[Dialogue between Maria (M) 

makab as a

dili na 

paN-

p amasa 

-an

s aup an

M: Nu ya karin i Juan?

S: Atiu king kuarto.

M: Nanung gagawan na 
karin?

S: Mamas a ya.

M: Nanu ing babasan ma?

S: Babasan ne ing 

dyaryu.

No, he's just sending 

them souvenirs from the 
Philippines. 

and Senen (S)] 

can read [aptative, 

future] 

himself

[verbal affix, referent 

focus, future tense] 

read to someone 
[verbal affix, referent 

focus, future tense] 

to help someone 

Where is John?

He's in the bedroom.

What is he doing there?

He's reading.

What is he reading?
He's reading a newspaper .

Is the newspaper in 

English?

M: Ing dyaryu Inglis ya?



S; All, Kapampangan ya. 

g. o, eku balu makabasa 

ne palang dyaryu 

king Kapampangan. 

Mamasa yang dili na?

S: Ali, pamasa ne ing 

wali ku.

M: Kaya saupan ne ing 

kapatad mu, ne?
S: Kaya.

[Dialogue between John (J)
alaka

balen

min-

Binyali
kula

Pareo

Para-
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No, it's in Kapampangan. 

Oh, I didn't know he 

could (can) read 

Kapampangan already.

Is he reading by 

himse1f ?

No, he's reading to 

my younger brother. 

Maybe, your brother is 

helping him?

Mayb e. 

and Senen (S) ] 

you aren't/weren't 

town
[verbal affix, distri

butive, completed] 

shopped

I-them [nonfocused 

actor-focused plural 

object/referent] 

similar [word base] 

[verbal affix, redupli

cation c1v1c2v2-.

plural]



miparapareo
pepa-

pepadalan

dalan 

dinalan 

Pa

pau 1 i

tanggap

tanggapan

S: Nuka minta napun?

Dinatang kung dinalo 
raka perú ala ka 
king bale.

J: 0 makanian. Minta ku 

king balen.

S: Nanu ing gewa mu karin? 
J: Minyali ku.

S: Nanu ing seli mu?

all have the same 

[verbal affix, causative 
completed]

sent to someone [causative-
referent] 

road [word base] 

stopped (on the way) 

toward [verbal a f f ix ,  

directional] 
on the way home, j

toward home 

receive [word base] 

to receive something 

[object, fu tu re ]

Where did you go yester

day? I came to visit 

you but you weren't 

a t home.
Is that so. I  went to 

town .
What did you do there?

I shopped.

What did you buy?
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I

j; Seli kula reng

pasalubung ampong 

gamit eskuela.

S: Para kaninu ka

sinaling pasalubung?

J: Para kareng pamilya ku. 

S: Obat sinali kang 

pasalubung para 
kareng pamilya mu?

E pa pasku. U 

miparapareo la 

'birthday'?

J: Ali. Padalan kulang 

'souvenir' manibat 

Pilipinas.

S: Pepadalan mu na la?

J: Wa. Dinalan na ku 

king 'post office' 

keng pamanuli ku 

pauli.
S: Talagang masaya la

potang tanggapan de 

ing 'souvenir'.

I bought presents and 

school supplies.

For whom did you buy 

the presents?

For my family.

Why did you buy presents 
for your family? It's 

not Christmas yet. Or 

do they all have the 

same birthday?

No, I'm just sending 

them some souvenirs 

from the Philippines.

Did you send them 

already?
Yes, I stopped at the 

post office on my way 

home .

They'll be very happy 

to receive those 

souvenirs.



J : Sana. I hope so.
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5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill

5.2 Comprehension Drill (S^ asks and responds. The 

following are suggested questions.)

Dialogue 4.1

(1) Who is Pedro talking to?

(2) Where is John going?

(3) What is he going to do there?

(4) Isn't he going to rest?

(5) To whom is he going to write a letter?

(6) Is he going to write it in Kapampangan?

(7) Why ?

Dialogue 4.2

(1)Is Pedro talking to John again?

(2) What is Pedro asking Senen?

(3) Where is John now?

(A) What is he doing there?

(5) What is he buying?

(6) Why is he buying them ?

(7) For whom is he buying the presents?
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Dialogue 4.3
(1) Who is Maria talking to?

H ,(2) Who are they talking about?f(3) What is John doing?(4) Where is he reading?

(5) What is he reading?

(6) Is he reading by himself?

(7) Is Senen's brother helping him read?

Dialogue 4.4

Who is Senen talking to?

What are they talking about?

Where did John go yesterday?

What did he do there?

What did he buy?

for whom did he buy these things?
Did he buy these things because it's Christmas? 

Why did he buy the presents?

Is he going to send the presents later?

When did he mail them?

Will the family be very happy to receive the 

presents ?

‘’drration Drill (Restate each of the dialogues into 

aarrative form, keeping the same tense as in the
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dialogue. does the first dialogue, then the

second, etc.)

5.4 Dialogue Drill (Each student creates three short

dialogues, one in the future, one in the continuing, 

and one in the completed tense, like those given 

in section 2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT. Use situations 

where referent focus verbs are used. Refer to the 

list of verbs given in drill 3.1 or ask the teacher. 

After the teacher checks the dialogues for errors, 

each student presents one of his dialogues to the 

class. Then another student gives a resume of the 

dialogue in narrative form.)

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

6.1 A verbal predicative clause is said to be in the 

Referent focus when the indirect object, i.e. the 

person to whom the action is extended, is the Topic 

of the utterance. The affix which marks the Referent 

focus is -an (alternant form -anan). This -an is 

homophonous with the object focus -an (cf. Lesson 38. 

6.1). However, for verbs which take the -an as the 

Referent focus affix, the alternant i- occurs as the

object focus affix.



The Referent focus is not used as frequently
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the Actor or Object focus. Certain verbs like 

'give', ’teach', and 'write' naturally occur with 

this focus; most verbs do not. The Referent focus 

often occurs in combination with pag- , paN- or pa-. 

Sonetimes , however, in such cases the characteristic 

-an is deleted. In some instances, this focus has

a special form. Note the following .

(1) Affixation of -an

turu turuan 'teach to '
sulat sulatanan 'write to '

param par aman ' lend to '

(2) Combination of pag- plus -an

dala 'carry' pagdalan ' take to '
(3) Affixation of paN- minus -an

basa pamas a 'read to'
(4) Combination of pa- plus -an

dala 'carry' padalan 'send to '

kit ' see ' paki tanan ' show to '
(5) Special form

bye 'give' dinan ' give to '
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I
I

6.2 Tense in the Referent focus is marked much like the 

object focus. The future tense appears in the focus 

affix itself (cf. Referent focus verbs listed above).

The Continuing tense is marked by (1) the 

reduplication of the initial consonant and vowel

o f the Referent focus verb , with the -an dropped in

some instances; or (2) the lengthening of the vowel
the prefixes pag- and paN-.

(1) sulatanan susulat anan 'is writing to'
dinan d i rin an 'is giving to'
kant aan kakantaan ' is singing to'

sab ian s as ab i 'is telling to'
turuan tuturu ' is teaching (to)'
padalan papada1an ' is sending to'

(2) pagdalan pagdalan ' is taking to'
p amasa plmas a ' is reading to'

The Completed tense is marked in three ways 
as noted in the following.

(1) Affixation of in- before the first vowel (with 

or without the -an)

dinan dijiinan 'gave to'

andaman inandam 'borrowed from'
s ab ian s inab i 'told to'
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(2) Replacement of the first vowel, e/1 for a and

i for u (with or without the -an)

sulatanan silatanan 'wrote to'

turuan tî ru ' taught (to)'

paraman peraman ' loaned to'

pardal an pi^gdalan 'took to'

pamasa pemasa 'read to'

(3) Affixation of pe- for pa- words

p_adalan pepadalan 'sent to'

¿asalwan pepas alwan 'sold to'

3 The ing pronouns (cf. Lessons 8 and 11) denote the 

focused Referent. The pronouns which denote the 

actor in Referent focus sentences are the same as 

those which underlie the actor in the portmanteau 

pronouns used in Object focus sentences (cf. Les

son 38, 6.2). These pronouns are called ning pro

nouns and will be discussed further in Lesson 43. 

Note that if the Referent is the third person, the 

portmanteau pronoun is used (which contains both 

the focused referent and the nonfocused actor).

4 The interrogative referent word is kaninu 'to

whom': Kaninu ka sumulat? 'To whom are you going

to write?'



Note that the verb (sumulat) and the actor pronoun
(ka) used in this question are in the Actor focus 
construction. The question elicits a referent 
focus sentence as a response: Sulatanan ke ing

mes t ro. 'I'm going to write the teacher.'

The constructions ala yu and ala lu 'he is/vas not' 

and 'they are/were not' respectively, were intro

duced in Lesson 21. Remember that the pronouns 

yu 'he' and l_u 'they' comprise a special subset of 

third person pronouns which occur only with the 

quasi-verb ati 'is/was, are/were' and its negative
ala With pronouns other than the third person,
the regular ing set occurs. The following illustrate I
(1) Ala ku king pisamban napun. 'I wasn't at church

yesterday." 1

(2) Ala ka king bale. 'You weren't at hose.
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-an [verbal affix, referent 

focus, future tense]
-anan [verbal affix, referent 

focus, future tense]
balen town
dala take [word base]

dal an take to someone [referent, 

future]
dalan road [word base]
dill na himself
dinalan stopped on the way
garni t use [word base]
kula I-them [nonfocused 

actor-focused plural 

object/referent]
mak ab as a can read [aptative, 

future, actor]

many all to shop [distributive, 

f uture]

min- [verbal affix, distribu

tive, completed]

minyali shopped [distributive, 

completed]



miparapareo have the same, are the 
same

no [* na + la] he-them [portmanteau 
pronoun, nonfocused 

actor-focused plural 

object/referent]
pa- toward [verbal affix, 

directional]
p A** • • • - an [verbal affix, causa

tive-referent, future]
p adala send [causative-object, 

future]
p adalan send to someone [causa

tive-referent, future]

p amas a read to someone [referent, 

future]
p aN - [verbal affix, referent 

focus, future]

para- [ C ^ C ^ - -] [verbal affix, causa

tive, completed]

pareo similar, both
pauli toward home, on way 

h ome



ftfi-
[verbal affix, causa

tive, c omple ted]

p e p ad a lan sent to someone

« s a l v a n is buying something 

[object, continuing]

« u p a n going to help someone 
[goal-referent, future]

s u l a t a n a n to write to someone 

[referent, future]

tan ggap receive [word base]

t a n g g a p a n to receive something 

[obj ect , future]

. . -an [verbal affix, referent 

focus, continuing 

tense]



Lesson 42

"I Pedro saupan naku." 

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Predicative Clause, Referent Focus

(continued)

1.1.1 I Pedro,saupan naku. Pedro is going to help
me .

1.1.2 Saupan na kung Pedro. He is going to help
Pedro .

1.1.3 Saupan ke i Pedro. I’m going to help
Pedro .

1.2 WH- Ques tion

1.2.1 Ninu ing saupan mu? Who are you going to

help?
1.2.2 Ninu ing sumaup Who is going to help

keka? y ou ?
1.3 Ing pronouns (referent topic)

ku me

ka you

ya him/her

kata us [ dl]

tamu us[in]
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kami us [ ex J



kayu ~ ko 

l a

N o n f o c u s s e d  Actor Pronouns 

F ocus  Constructions 

da ~ ra

ku

mu

na

t a

t a

ml

yu

da

you[pi] 

them

in Goal Referent

I [occurs in daka ' I- 

you' and da kayu 'I- 

you (pi)']

I [occurs as k_e 'I-he/ 

she' and in kula 'I- 

them'] 

you [occurs as me in 

'you-he/she'] 

he/she [occurs as ne 
in ' he/she-him/her'] 

we(dl) [occurs as _te 

in 'we-him/she'] 

we (in)
we(ex) [occurs as dakayu 

in 'we-you(pl)' and 

daka in 'we-you(sg)'] 

you(pl) [occurs as %e_ 

in 1 you(pi)-him/her'] 

they [occurs as d£ in 

'they-him/her']
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2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1 WH- Question and Answer, 

ques tion

2.1.1 Q: Ninu ing saupan mu?

A: Saupan da ka.

Saupan ke.

Saupan ke i Pedro. 

Saupan da kayu.

Saupan kula.

Saupan kula reng 

es tudyante .

2.1.2 Q: Ninu ing saupan ku? 

A: Saupan mu ku.

Saupan me.

Saupan me i Pedro.

Saupan mu kami.

ninu + (goal focus verb)

Who are you going to 

help?

I'm going to help you.

I'm going to help him.

I'm going to help Pedro.

I'm going to help

y ou[p1].
I'm going to help thea.

You're going to help t"c 

s tudents.
help’

help
Who am I going to 

You are going to 

me .
You are going to help 

him.
You are going to help 

Pedro.
You are going to helP

us .



Saupan muía.

Saupan muía reng 

anak.

Q: Ninu ing saupan na?

A: Saupan na ku.

Saupan na ka.

Saúpan ne.

Saupan ne i Pedro.

Saupan na kata. 

Saupan na katamu. 

Saupan na kami. 

Saupan na kayu. 

Saupan nala.

Q: Ninu ing saupan ta?

A: Saupan te.
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You are going to help 

them.

You are going to help 

the children.

Who is he going to 

help?

He ' s going to help me .

He ' s going to help you.

He's going to help him.

He ' s going t o help

Pedro.

He ' s going t o help us .

He's going t o help us .

He ' s going to help us .

He ' s going to help you .

He ' s going to help them.

Who are we going to

help?

We are going to help 

him.

We are going to help 

Pedro.
Saupan te i Pedro.
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Saupan tala. We are going to  help

them.
Saupan tala reng We are going to  help

anak. the children.
2.1.5 Q: Ninu ing saupan tamu? Who are we going to

help?
A: Saupan taya. We are going to help 

him.
Saupan taya i Pedro. We are going to help 

Pedro .
Saupan tala. We are going to help 

them.
Saupan tala reng We are going to help

anak. the children.
2.1.6 Q: Ninu ing saupan yu? Who are you going to

A: Saupan miya.
help?

We are going to help 

him.

Saupan miya i Pedro. We are going to help

Saupan da kayu.
Pedro.

We are going to help

Saupan mila.
y ou.

We are going to help 

them.
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Saupan mila reng We are going to help

anak. the children.

Q: Ninu ing saupan mi? Who are we going to 

help?

A: Saupan yu ku. You are going to help 

me .

Saupan ye. You are going to help 

him.
Saupan ye i Pedro. You are going to help 

Pedro.
Saupan yu kami. You are going to help 

us .
Saupan yula. You are going to help 

them.
Saupan yula reng You are going to help
anak. the children.

Q: Ninu ing saupan da? Who are they going to 

help?
A: Saupan da ku. They are going to help

Saupan da ka.
me .

They are going to help 

you.

Saúpan da ka.
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Saupan de.

Saupan de i Pedro.

Saupan da kata.

Saupan da katamu.

Saupan da kami.

Saupan da kayu.

Saupan dala.

Saupan dala reng 

anak.

3 DRILL I

3.1 Response Drill (T asks

They are going to help 

him.

They are going to help 
Pedro.

They are going to help 
us .

They are going to help 

us .

They are going to help 

us .

They are going to help 

y ou.

They are going to help 

them .
They are going to help 

the children.

the question Ninu ing

saupan na? , then gives an object pronoun or phrase 

in English as the answer cue. S^ responds accord

ing to the cue.)
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Model. T: Ninu ing saupan na?

Cue : ' me '

S1: Saupan na ku.

(1) me (7) y ou[s g]
(2) him (8) the students
(3) you [ pi ] (9) us[ex]
(A) them (10) Pedro
(5) us[d1 ] (11) the teacher
(6) us[in] (12) Maria and Ermie
Response Drill (T asks the question Ninu ing

saupan da?, then gives an answer cue in English
in drill 3. 1. S ̂ responds according to the cue

Follow the cues given in the drill above.)
Model. T: Ninu ing saupan da?

Cue : 1 me '

*1'
Saupan da ku.

Response Drill (S^ asks the question Ninu ing 
saupan (mu)?, then points to a person or persons 

as an answer cue. responds accordingly. Give

two answer cues per question. Vary the pronouns 

in the questions, and continue with the drill until 

all the questions given in the Conversational

Context have been drilled.)
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1

Model. S^: Ninu ing saupan mu?

Cue : (points to self)

S 2 : Saupan da ka.

Cue: (points to two other people)

S2¡ Saupan kula.

S2: Ninu ing saupan mi?

Cue : (points to S3 and others)

S 3 ' Saupan yu kami.

Cue : (points to someone else)

V Saupan ye.

3.4 Narration-Response Drill (S^ makes a statement 

that X is going to (help) Y, using gestures, if 

necessary, to clarify the persons involved. Then 

he asks the question, "Whom is X going to (help)?" 

And S£ responds according to the first statement. 

Use any of the following verbs and vary the actor 

and referent pronouns for each statement.)

Model. S^: Saupan muku.

Question: Ninu ing saupan mu?

V Saupan da ka.

s 2 ‘ Bisitaan miya i Pedro.

Question: Ninu ing bisitaan mi?

Bisitaan ye i Pedro.
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(1) saupan ( 7) dinan

(2) bisitaan (8) paraman

(3) dalawan (9) pasalwan

(4) turuan (10) kantaan

(5) sulatanan (11) pagdalan

(6) ituki (12) atchaanan

Question Drill (S^ asks the question below, sub

stituting in the slot the equivalent of the cues 

given. )

Model. Frame: Ninu ing sumaup ______ ?

Cue: 'you 1

: Ninu ing sumaup keka?

(1) you[s g] (7) you[pi]
(2) us[dl] (8) us[in]

(3) them (9) the students
(4) me (10) Pedro

(5) us[ex] (11) Father and Mother

(6) him (12) the teacher

Restatement Drill (T gives a goal focus statement.

restates it in the actor focus. Use the follow 

ing verbs and vary the actor and referent pronouns 

Model. T: Saupan ke i Pedro.

S^: Sumaup ku kang Pedro.
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(1) saupan s umaup

(2) sulatanan sumulat

(3) bisitaan mamisi ta

(4) dalawan dumalo

(5) ituki tuk i

(6) ituru turu

3.7 Response Drill (S ̂ asks the question Ninu ing

sumaup (keka)? and S£ gives an appropriate response 

Vary the pronouns in the questions or follow the 

cues given in drill 3.5.)

Model. S^: Ninu ing sumaup keka?

S S u m a u p  ya kaku. / Sumaup ya kaku 

i Pedro.

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES

4.1 [Dialogue between Roberto (R) and John (J)]

- anan [verbal affix, goal- 

referent, future]
sulatanan going to write to 

someone
saupan going to help someone 

[goal-referent, future]
s inaup helped [actor, com

pleted]



manyaup

mipanyaup

R: Nukarin ka munta?

J: Munta ku king eskuela.

R: Nanu ing gawan mu 

karin?

J: Sumulat ku.

R: 0, kareng pamilya mu?

J: Ali. Sulatanan ke ing 

superbisor .

R: Isulat me king 

Kapampangan?

J: Wa. I Pedro saupan

na ku. Sinaup ku kaya 

sinulat king Inglis 

napun ania sumaup ya 

kaku sumulat king 

Kapampangan ngening 

aldo.

R: 0 kasanting. Mipanyaup 

kayu.
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to help [actor, distri

butive , future]

to help each other

Where are you going?

I'm going to school.

What are you going to 

do there?

I'm going to write [a 

letter].

Oh, to your family?

No, I'm going to write 

to the Supervisor.

Are you going to write 

it in Kapampangan?

Yes. Pedro is going to 

help me. Yesterday,

I helped him write a 

letter in English so 

today he's going to 

help me write one in 

Kap amp angan.

Oh, how nice that you 

help each other.
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4.2

J: Sige, ne? Mako na ku.

R: 0 sige.

[Dialogue between John (J) 

ituki

mi tuki 

pilit

J: Nukarin munta?

C: Munta king tindahan.

J: Para nanu?

C: Mapali ngening aldo. 

Bisa kung minum 

mar imla.

J: Malyari kung tuki?

C: Wa. Mekeni. Ituki

raka .
J: Ali, aku ing mituki 

keka. Nung ali eku 

tuki.

C: 0 sige, nung pipilit 

mu.

J: Wa, ipilitan ku.

Okay? I have to go now. 
Okay. 

and Carlos (C)] 

to treat someone [goal- 

referent, future] 

to treat
insist [word base] 

Where are you going? 

I'm going to the store. 

What for?

It's hot today. I 

want to drink some

thing cold.

(Can I) Mind if I come 

along ?

Yes. Come on. I'll 

treat you.
No, I'll treat you. 

Otherwise (if not)

I won't come.
Okay, if you insist.

Yes, I do (insist)•
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¡1 Recitation Drill

Comprehension Drill (S^ asks the question and S 

responds. The following are suggested questions.) 

D ia lo g u e  4.1
(1) Who is John talking to?
(2) Who is going to school?

(3) What is John going to do there?
(4) How many letters is he going to write?

(5) To whom is he going to write?
(6) In what language is he going to write?

(7) Who is going to help him?

(8) Does John help Pedro, too?

(9) What did he help him do?
(10) How do you say 'John and Pedro help each other' 

in Kapampangan?

Dialogue 4. 2
(1) Who is John talking to?

(2) Is- Carlos going to school?

(3) What is he going there for?
(4) Why does he want to drink something cold?
(5) Does John want to go too?

How do you know?
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(?) When John asked Carlos if he could go along 
what did Carlos say?

(8) Did Carlos treat John?

(9) What did he say to Carlos about treating him?

(10) What was Carlos' response?

Narration Drill (Restate the dialogues into 

narrative form.)

’ Comp os i t ion-Na r r a t ion Drill (Each student writes

three short narrative?--about five sentences each, 

°ne in the future, one in the continuing and one in 

the completed tense. Use situations in which 

referent focus verbs are used. Refer to verbs 

introduced in this and the preceding lesson (cf. 

section 3 DRILLS) for situational ideas. After the 

teacher corrects the narratives, the students 

present them orally to the class. After each 

narrative presentation, asks a kaninu 'to 

whom' question.

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

6.1 Remember that the ing pronouns denote the focused 

entity in any given sentence, such as the actor in

actor focus sentences, the object in object focus
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sentences, the referent in referent focus sentences, 
etc. The ning pronouns, on the other hand, denote 

the nonfocused actor; hence, they occur as such in 

object, referent, benefactor, instrument and 

location focus sentences.

The pronouns comprising the ning set are as

follows.

ku ' I ' t a 'we[du a1]'
eu 'you' t a 'we[inclusive]'
na 'he, she' mi 'we[exclus ive] '

yu ' y ou'
da 'they '

These pronouns may occur singly as in the

following nanu or ninu questions.

(1) Nanu ing gawan mu ? ' What are you going to

(2) Ninu ing saupan mi ? ' Whom are we going to

They may be followed by ing pronouns as long as the 

third person is not involved. Saupan mu ku. ’You 

will help me.' illustrates. If the third person 

singular becomes involved as the focused referent, 

the pronoun sequence changes to the portmanteau 

form: Saupan me. 'You will help him.' The first

person singular (ku) and plural (m_i) forms are
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replaced by d_a when the focused referent is the 

second person singular or plural. The following 
illustrate.

(1) Saupan d_a ka. 1 I/we will help you.'

(2) Saupan d_a kayu. 'I/we will help you[pl].'

If the focused referent is not a second person 
nor a third person singular, the expected sequence 

occurs. I
(3) Saupan k_u la. 'I will help them.'

(4) Saupan m_i ya. 'We will help him.'

Note that the alternant form d_a 1 I/we1 is 

homophonous with the third person plural d_a 'they'. 

Therefore, these sentences may be interpreted as 
'They will help you (singular and plural respectively). 

The conversational context clarifies whether the 

first person or the third person is denoted.
Section 2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT of this 

lesson gives the full paradigm of the ning and lng 

pronouns occurring in referent focus sentences in 

a question and answer context.
6.2 Note the difference in focus in the following ninu 

questions.
(1) Ninu ing saupan mu? 'Whom are you going to he-*

f *(2) Ninu ing sumaup keka? 'Who is going to help you-
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Question (1) is used when the focus is on the 

referent, the one helped. The verb in such a question 
ij in the referent focus (saupan) followed by the 

nonfocused actor pronoun (mu). Question (2), on the 

other hand, focuses on the actor of the action.

Therefore, the verb is an actor focus verb (sumaup) 

followed by the nonfocused referent pronoun (keka).

In each question ninu refers to the person focused.

The following are further examples of such pairs 
of ques tions .

(3) Ninu ing salubungan yu? 'Whom are you going to
meet?'

(4) Ninu ing salubung keka? 'Who's meeting you?'

(5) Ninu ing buri mung ituru? 'Whom do you want to
teach? '

(6) Ninu ing bisang tuturu karela? 'Who wants to
teach them?'

Note that in Actor focus constructions the 

referent is denoted by the king case pronouns.
I (7) Sumaup ku kaya. 'I'm going to help him.'

I (8) Ninu ing salubung keka? 'Who's going to meet you?' 

ft.3 The word base for mipanyaup (cf. Dialogue 4.1) is 
saup 'help'. In cases where the preceding affix 
ends in an -N, such as maN- or mipaN- , the s_ of the 

word base is replaced by £.
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(2) mipaN- + saup = mipan^aup

The affix maN- is a distributive actor focus 

affix and denotes plurality of action, or action 

spread over space or time.

(3) Sali kung baru.

'I'm going to buy a dress.'

(4) Manyali kung baru.

'I'm going to buy several dresses.'

(5) Manyali ku.

'I'm going shopping.'

The affix mipaN- is composed of two affixes: 

the actor focus reciprocal mi- and the benefactive 

paN-. (Note that the actor focus distributive is 

maN-.) The reciprocal affix denotes that two or 

more people do an action for/to/with each other.

The distributive denotation is the usual plurality 

explained above. Hence, mipanyaup means 'help 

each other many times, or doing several things'.

Note that the actor pronouns of reciprocal verbs 

are always in the plural.

(6) Mipanyaup kayu. 'You help each other often.

(7) Mipaglutu tamu. 'We cook for each other.'
(8) Mipamasa la aldo aldo. 'They read to each other

every day.'
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-anan

da

da „ r a

ituki

ka

kami

kata

[verbal affix, goal- 

referent, future] 

they [occurs as dê  in 

'they-him/her*] 

[nonfocussed actor 

pronoun]

I [occurs in daka 'I- 

you' , in da kayu 'I- 

you(p1) ' ]

[nonfocussed actor 

pronoun] 

to treat someone [goal- 

referent, future] 

you [goal focus, refer

ent personal pronoun] 

us[ex] [goal focus, 

referent personal 

pronoun] 

us[dl] [goal focus, 

referent personal 

pronoun]
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ku

ku

la

many aup

mi

mipanyaup

you [pi] [ g o a l  focus ,  

referent p e r s o n a l  

pronoun]

I [occurs as ke ’l-he/ 
she' , and i n  lcula 

'I-them'] 

[nonfocussed ac t o r  

pronoun] 

me [goal focus, r e f e r 

ent personal pronoun] 

them [goal focus, r e f 

erent personal pro

noun]
to help [actor, distri" 

butive , future] 
we(ex) [occurs as 

dakayu in 'we-you(pl)' 

and daka in 'we-you 

(sg)']
[nonfocussed a c t o r  

pronoun] 
to help each o t h e r
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«ituki

■u

na

pilit

to treat [actor focus, 
associative]

you [occurs as me in 

'you-he/she' ] 

[nonfocussed actor 

pronoun] 

he/she [occurs as lie 

in 'he/she-him/her] 

[nonfocussed actor 

pronoun] 

insist [word base]

slnaup helped [actor, com

pleted]

sulatanan going to write to

s ome one

*a we(in) [nonfocussed

actor pronoun]

*a we(dl) [occurs as ^e

in 'we-him/she'] 
[nonfocussed actor 

pronoun]
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tatnu us (in) [goal focus ,

referent p e r s o n a l  

pronoun]

ya him/her [goal focus,

referent p e r s o n a l  

pronoun]

yu you(pl) [occurs as

in ' you ( p i )  - h im/her '  ] 

[nonfocussed ac to r  

pronoun]



Lesson ¿3

"Salubungan mila reng kaluguran ku."

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Predicative Clause, Referent 

referent) , Future

1.1.1 Salubungan mila reng 

kaluguran ku.

1.1.2 Ituru kula reng 'third 

year' .

1*1.3 Ituru ke ing Inglis 

ampong Math.

1*2 Desiderative Clause, Object 

Buri keng ituru reng 

estudyante ning 'high

Focus (plural)

We're going to meet my 

friends.

I'm going to teach the 

third year [students]. 

I'm going to teach 

English and math, 

and Referent focus 

I like teaching high 

school students.

8chool' . 

r'̂  WH- Question 

*̂ •1 Ninu ing salubungan yu?

*̂̂ •2 Nanung grado ing ituru 
mu?

1.3 o VTNanung grado ing buri

Whom are you going to 

meet?
What grade are you going 

to teach?
What grade do you want
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mung ituru? to teach?
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1.3.4 Nanu ing buri mung 

ituru?

1.4 Portmanteau Pronouns, 

plural referent

kula ~ ko 

mula - mo 

nala ~ no 

tala ~ to 

tala 

mila

yula ~ yo 

dala ~ do

What do you want to 
teach?

non-focussed actor + f o c u s s e d

I-them 

you-them 

he/she-them 

we[dl]-them 

we[in]-them 

we[ex]-them 

you[pi]-them 

they-them

2. CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1 WH- Question and Answer, ninu question
2.1.1 Q: Ninu ing salubungan Who are you going to

yu? mee t ?
A: Salubungan mila We're going to meet

reng kaluguran ku. my friends.
2.1.2 Q: Ninu ing ituru mu? Who are you going to

teach?

A: Ituru kula ri Maria I'm going to teach

ampoy Ermie. Maria and Ermie



2 1.3 Q: Ninu ing ituru nang

Juan?

A: Ituru nong Juan

reng 'third year'.

2.1.4 Q: Ninu ing saupan da 

reng estudyante?

A: Saupan dala (do) 

reng mestro.

2.2 WH- Question and Answer,

2.2.1 Q: Nanu ing ituru mu?

A: Ituru ke ing Inglis 

ampong Math.

2.3 WH- Question and Answer,

2-3.1 Q: Nanung grado ing

ituru mu?

A: Ituru kula reng 

'third year'.
’̂3-2 Q: Nanung libru ing 

basan na?

A: Basan ne ing 'Ad-
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Whom is John going to 

teach?

John is going to teach 

third year [students].

Whom are the students 

going to help?

They are going to help 

the teachers. 

nanu question

What are you going to 

teach?

I'm going to teach 

English and math. 
nanung (....) question

What grade are you go

ing to teach?

I'm going to teach the 

(third year) juniors.
What book is he going 
to read?

He's going to read

venturers'. The Adventurers.
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2.4 WH- Question and Answer,

2.4.1 Q: Nanu ing buri nang

pagtindaan?

A: Buri neng pagtindaan 

mangayaring Pili

pinas .

2.4.2 Q: Nanu ing buri rang

salwan?

A: Buri deng salwan* ing 

kend i.

2.4.3 Q: Nanu ing buri yung

gawan?

A: Buri myang pialungan 

ing mahjong.

2.5 WH- Question and Answer, 

(....) question

2.5.1 Q: Nanung grado ing

buri mung ituru?

A: Buri kong ituru

reng 'third year'.

2.5.2 Q: Nanung palabas ing

buri yung alben?

A: Buri myang alben 

ing 'Bonanza'.

nanu-buring (....) question

What does he want to 

sell?

Hewants to sell Philip

pine made goods.

What do they want to 

buy?
They want to buy candy.

What do you want to do?

We want to play mahjong. 

nanung (....)-buring

What grade do you want 

to teach.

I want to teach the 

(third year) juniors.

What show do you want 

to see?

We want to see 'Bonanza'1
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3 DRILL I

3.1 Substitution Drill (T gives an actor pronoun cue

in English. S substitutes the Kapampangan equi

valent in the appropriate slot in the frame given 

below and changes the possessive pronoun to the 

corresponding form. Drill all the portmanteau 

pronouns introduced in this lesson--cf. section 

1.3.)

Model. Frame: Salubungan kula reng kaluguran ku.

Cue : you[sg]

Response: Salubungan mula reng kaluguran

mu.

3.2 Response Drill (T gives a double cue in Kapampangan, 

an ing actor pronoun and an object phrase. S makes 

the appropriate changes in the frame sentence 

given below. This is a review of all the port

manteau pronouns— non-focussed actor + focussed 

singular and plural goal.)
Model. Frame: Salubungan kula reng kaluguran ku.

Cue: ku; ing mestra
Response: Salubungan ke ing mestra.

(1) ku; ing mestra

(2) ku; ri Maria ampoy Al
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(3) ku; i Ermie

(4) ku; reng anak

(5) ya; ing kaluguran na

(6) la; reng mestra

(7) ka; i Mr. Brown

(8) kata; i Bapa ta

(9) kayu; reng pengari ku

(10) kami; ing superbisor

(ID ka; reng kapatad mung lalaki

(12) tamu; ing mestra tamu

(13) ya; ri Mr. ampoy Mrs. Ruiz

(14) kata; reng kamaganak ta

(15) la; ing mestra da

(16) kami; reng estudyante

(17) tamu; ri Pedro

3.3 Response Drill (Using either salubungan, ituru,

saupan, dalawan, or bisitaan, asks the q u e s t i o n

Ninu ing (salubungan) (mu)? responds with an

appropriate answer. Vary the pronouns in the 

questions. Drill verbs given in lesson 41 also. 

Model. S^: Ninu ing salubungan mu?

S S a l u b u n g a n  ke i Ima ku.

Ninu ing ituru ra?
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Ituru do reng anak da reng mestra.

3.4 Response Drill (Using any verb learned thus far 

asks the question Nanu ing (salvan) (da)? 

responds with an appropriate answer. Refer to 

lesson 38, section 3.1 for list of verbs learned 

thus far.)

Model. S^: Nanu ing salwan da?

Salwan de ing pasalubung para king 

mestra.

Nanu ing pialungan yu?

Pialungan mya ing mahjong.
(Refer to lesson 41, 3.1, for additional verbs.)

•̂5 Question Drill (Give the corresponding questions 

for the following situations.)

Model. Situation (1): You want to know who Maria

and Ermie are going to 

meet.

S^: Ninu ing salubungan da ri Maria

ampoy Ermie.
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You want to know (1) who Maria and Ermie are going 

to meet.

(2) what grade John is going to 

teach.

(3) what the person you're talking 

to wants to sell.

U) who you are going to help.

(5) what the group is going to buy 

for the teacher.
(6) what movie the students are 

going to see.
(7) what the children want to do.
(8) what the supervisor is going 

to do .

(9) what the class wants to play.
(10) if you and your class can go 

to the train station to meet 

your f riend.
3.6 Response Drill (Using any of the question types 

drilled in 3.5, asks the question and re

sponds accordingly. Vary the verbs and the pro

nouns from question to question.)
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Model. S ̂ : Nanung grado ing ituru nang Juan?

S 2 ’ Ituru ne ing 'first year' ning 'high 

school' .

S 3 ’

Nanu ing gawan yu ngening aldo? 

Munta kaming mandilu king 'swimming 

pool'.

3.7 Question and Response Drill (T gives a word base

cue, asks the question Nanu ing buri (mu)ng

(gawan)? based on the word base cue, and S£ gives 

an appropriate response. Vary the pronouns in the 

ques tions.

Model. Cue: gawa

Sl: Nanu ing buri mung gawan?

V Buri keng pialungan ing mahjong.

Cue : sali

S 1 : Nanu ing buri rang salwan reng 

es tudyante ?

S 2 " Salwan dong estudyante reng plaka.

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES
*•1 [Dialogue between Maria (M) and John (J) at a 

party]

saya happy [word base]

mas aya to be happy
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menibatan came from [ lo c a tio n

grado
completed]

grade

i t uru going to teach soae- 

thing [goal, fu tu re ]

saki t hard, difficult [word

base ]

mas aki t is hard, is d i f f i c u l t

-ang- [pluralizer]

mangab ias a are smart [d e s c ., p i.)

sálese good, fine

M: Bayu ka keti. Ali You're new here, aren t

ka? you?

J: Wa, dinatang ku pamung Yes, I arrived only «

pabulan. Ing lagiu month ago. My name

ku John Smith. is John Smith.

M: Aku naman i Maria Ruiz. And I'm Maria Rui**

Masaya ku akilala ra ka. Very happy to meet 

y ou.

J: Makanian mu naman. Same here.

M: Menibatan ka king Do you come from tb

Amerika? U. S. ?

J: Wa. King California. Yes. From Calif°r®*
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M: Nanu ing obra mu?

J: Mestro ku.

M: Nanu ing ituru mu?

J: Ituru ke ing Inglis 

ampong Math.

M: 0 kasanting! Tuturu 

kang Inglis! Nukarin 

ka tuturu?

J: King 'high school' 

ning Dolores.

M: Nanung grado ing 

ituru mu?

J: Ituru kula reng 

'third year'.

M: Ela masakit ituru?

J: Ali, ela masakit

ituru. Deng estudyante 

mangabiasa langan. 

Magaral lang masalese, 

ela mamialung. At 

saka buri kong ituru 
reng estudyante ning 

'high school'.

What do you do?

I'm a teacher.

What do you teach?

I teach English and 

math .

Oh, how nice! You 

teach English! Where 

do you teach?

At Dolores High School.

What grade do you 

teach?

I teach the (third 

year) j uniors .

Aren't they hard to 

teach ?

No, they're not hard to 

teach. The students 

are all smart. They 

study hard and don't 

play around. And, be

sides, I like teaching 

high school students.
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4.2 [Dialogue between Roberto (R) and John (J) Who 

on his way with his friends to the train station 
to meet his friend]

p aradaan 

tren

s alub ung 

s alubungan

station

train

meet, greet [word 
base]

to meet someone [goal, 
future]

b is i taan

manij er 

ab alu

to visit someone [goal, 
future] 

manager
can know something/

pareo

tinda

magtinda

paninda

aregla

areglaan

someone [goal, apta-

tive, future] 

both

sell [word base] 

to sell
goods , things to sell 

[abstract nominal] 

arrange [word base] 
to arrange s o m e t h i n g  

[goal-object, future]
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importa import [word base]

magimpo r t a to import

pamagimporta importing [abstract 

nominal]

ais ip think [goal, aptative]

dalo visit [word base]

dumalo to visit [actor]

dalawan to visit someone [ref

-ang-

erent ]
[Plural infix]

mangayari many finished/made 

goods

i t inda going to sell something 

[goal-object, future]

siguradu sure

manga many things [plural]

uki t carve [word base]

inuki t carved [goal, completed]

dutung wood

s andok ladle

tinidur fork
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b urdado 

t akap

takap lamesa 

kapis

at saka manga 

nanu nanu pa

R: Nukarin kayu munta?

J: Munta kami king

paradaan ning tren.

R: Ninu ing salubungan 

yu?

J: Salubungan mila reng

kaluguran ku.

R: Ninu la reng kaluguran 

mu ?

J: Ila ri Mr. George

Brown ampong Mr.

Robert Hall. Tau la 

king Amerika. Datang 

la bisitaan da ku.

R: Nanu ing obra ra?

J: I Mr. Jorje Brown iya

ing 'Vice President'

embroidery 

cove r

tablecloth 

capiz shell craft 

and so forth, etc.

Where are you going? 

We're going to the 

train station.

Who are you going to 

meet?

We're going to meet 

my friends.

Who are your friends?

They are Mr. George 

Brown and Mr. Robert 

Hall. They are 

Americans. They're 

coming to visit me. 

What do they do?

Mr. George Brown is a 

Vice President of a
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ning maragul a tindahan big department store
king New York. I Mr. in New York and Mr.
Hall iya ing 'manijer' Hall is the manager
metung kareng tindahan of the branch store

king Hawaii. in Hawaii.
Makananu mu lang abalu? How do you know them?

Megaral kaming pareong We (both) studied at

unibersidad. Ken the [same] university.
lang commercio at aku They were in business
naman ken kung edu- and I was in educa

kasyon. tion.

Obat dinatang la keni? Why did they come here?

Kasi ing tindahan da Because their store

bisa lang magtindang wants to sell Philip

manga panindang pine goods . They

menibat Pilipinas. came to Manila to

Dinatang la Menila make arrangements for

para areglaan de ing importing [such goods]

pamagimporta. Ngening And since (now) I’m

ati ku keti aisip da here, they decided

ing dumalo la kanaku (thought) to visit

keti king Pampanga. me here in Pampanga.
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R: 0 makanian. Kasanting Oh, is that so. How

pala ing dalawan da ku. nice that they're
At masanting naman coming to visit you.

pala ing magtinda And it's good to know

lang mangayaring too that they are go

Pilipinas king New York ing to sell P h i l i p p i n e

ampong Hawaii. Balu (finished/made) goods

mu nung nanu ing itinda in New York and in

r a? Hawaii. Do you know 

what kind of goods 

they will be selling?

J: Eku siguradu, peru I am not sure, but I

siguru manga inukit guess things like

a dutung sandok ampong carved wooden fork

tinidur, burdadang and spoon [sets],

takap lamesa ampong embroidered tablecloths,

kapis , at saka manga and capiz shell craft,
nanu nanu pa. and so forth.

5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill (S repeats recitation of dialogues 

After each dialogue do the respective Comprehension

and Narration drills.)
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2 Comprehension Drill (The following are suggested 

ques tions . )

Dialogue 4.1

(1) To whom is John talking?

(2) What are they talking about?

(3) What does John do?

(4) Do you know if Maria does the same thing?

(5) What does John teach?

(6) Does he teach at a university?

(7) Where is John's school situated?

(8) What grade does John teach?

(9) Does John like to teach this grade?

(10) Are John's students good students?

(11) Do they study hard or do they play in class?

Dialogue 4.2

(1) Is Roberto talking to his teacher?

(2) To whom is he talking?

(3) Is John with friends?

(4) Where are John and his friends going?

(5) Why are they going there?

(6) Whose friends are they?

(7) How many friends are coming?

(8) What are their names?
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(9) What do these people do?

(10) How does John know them?

(ID Are they about the same age?

(12) How do you know?

(13) Did they take the same courses at the univer

sity?

(14) Why did John’s friends come to the Philippines?

(15) Where in the Philippines did John's friends go 

to do business?

(16) Is this where John lives?

(17) Where does John live in the Philippines?

(18) Why are his friends going there?

(19) What kinds of things do you think John’s friends 

are going to buy for sale at their stores in 

New York and Hawaii?

5.3 Narration Drill (Restate the two dialogues into 

narrative form.)

5.4 Dialogue Drill (Two students conduct a dialogue 

following the format of dialogue 4.1. The two are 

at a party and introduce themselves to each other,

then talk about what each does.)
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},5 Narration-Dialogue Drill (Each student presents a 
narrative telling of a friend coming to visit him, 

why he is coming or what he is going to do there, 

what he does for a living, when and how he made 

his acquaintance, etc. After each narrative 

presentation, the narrator (S^) and another student 

(S2) hold a dialogue in which S2 finds out or gets 

the information contained in the narrative. Follow 

the format of dialogue 4.2, beginning with 

meeting S2 on his way to the train station or 
airport . )

S STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES

•̂1 The portmanteau pronouns which include a singular 
goal in focus were discussed in Lesson 38, 6.2.

When the plural third person is the focused goal, 

it may be included in a portmanteau, or appear in 

sequence with the actor pronouns. The following 
forms occur, the first alternating with the second, 
ko „ kula I-them
®o _ mula you-them

°o .. nala he/she-them

to „ tala

tala

we [ dual]-them 

we [inclusive]-them
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mi la we[exclusive]-them 

you[p1]- themyo yu 1 a
do ~ dala th ey-them

The portmanteau forms appear more frequently 

in colloquial speech then the sequences do, perhaps 

due to the influence of the singular portmanteaus. 
Notice that the portmanteaus here are written with 

£, though in speech they are pronounced more as u. 

The reason for this orthography is to keep the 

distinction between the portmanteaus and other 

similar sounding pronouns clarified for the learner, 
as for example between k_u 'l-them' and k_u * I * . 

Actually, the context clarifies whether the one or 

the other is denoted.
6.2 Plurality in Kapampangan is not a required category 

as it is in English. There are specific forms which 

mark plurality, but the native speaker may or may 
not use these forms in actual speech. For example, 

the following sentences taken from Dialogue 4.1 show 

the use of the singular and plural goal pronouns, 

despite the fact that in both cases plural goals 

are involved.

(1) Ituru kula reng 'third year'.
'I'm going to teach the third year students.'
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(2) Ituru ke ing Inglis ampong Math.
'I'm going to teach English and Math.'

3 The descriptive affix ma- may be pluralized by
using manga-. The plural descriptive affix generally 

occurs when the topic of the utterance is plural. 

However, there is no hard and fast rule of agreement 

of number; therefore, descriptive words with the 

affix ma- may also occur (and frequently does) with 

plural topics.
The following illustrate ma- and manga-.

(1) Malagu ya itang estudyante.

'That student is pretty.'

(2) Malagu la retang estudyante.

'Those students are pretty.'

(3) Mangalagu langan reng estudyante.

'All the students are pretty.'

4 The particle manga is a pluralizer. It occurs 

directly preceding the noun it pluralizes.

(1) Bisa lang magtindang manga panindang menibat 
want they-Lk sell-Lk (plural) goods-Lk from
Pilipinas.
Philippines

'They want to sell Philippine goods.'

(2) At saka manga nanu nanu pa.
and in-addition (plural) what what else
'And so forth, etc.'
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6.5 PaN- is a nominalizing affix. It is equivalent to 
English nominalizers , such as the -t_h in "depth" 

-ness in "goodness", and -ing in "the shooting". 
The following illustrate.

(1) p aN- + t ind a > paninda ' goods'
(2) p aN- + mag-imp or t a > pamagimporta 'importing
(3) p aN- + mag-aral > p amagaral 'study'
(4) p aN- + paynawa > p amaynawa 'rest'
(5) paN- + mang-an * > p amangan ' f ood'

(6) p aN- + raa-mialung > p amami alung 'play'

Note the sound changes that occur in the pro

cess of affixation in the above examples. The -N 

changes to a nasal which is at the point of articu 

lation of the first consonant of the word base or 

stem, and then the consonant is dropped. Thus N 

becomes m before then the £ is dropped as in

pamaynawa; N_ becomes m before m, then the initial 

m of the base is dropped as in pamangan; and N 

becomes n before t̂, then the t̂ is dropped as in 
p an ind a.

7 VOCABULARY 
ab alu (can) know something/some- 

one [goal, aptative, future.
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l i s l p

-*ng-

•regla

areglaan

■t saka manga nanu nanu pa 

bi s i taan

bardado

dalavan

dalo

d Uta lo

dutung

grado

Aporta
n̂ukit
^lnda

ituru

kaP i s

(can) think [goal, 

aptative, future]

[plural infix] 
arrange [word base] 

to arrange something 

[obj ect, future] 

etc., and so forth 

to visit someone [goal, 

future] 

embroidery 

to visit someone 

[referent, future] 

visit [word base] 

to visit [actor, future] 

wood 

grade
import ["word base] 

carved [object, completed] 

to sell something 

[object, future] 

to teach something 

[object, future] 

capiz shell craft
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magimporta to import [ a c t o r ,  

future]
magtinda to sell [ a c t o r ,  f u t u r e ]

manga many things [ p l u r a l ]

mangabiasa are smart
mangayari many finished/made goods

manij er manager
masaki t is hard, is d i f f i c u l t

masaya is happy
menibatan came from [completed]

pamagimporta importing [ a b s t r a c t  

nominal]
p an ind a goods, things to  s e l l  

[abstract nominal]

paradaan station
pareo both

s aki t hard, difficult [word ba»«

sálese good, fine [word base]

salubung meet, greet [word base]

salubungan to meet someone [goal» 

future]
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5»ya
happy [word base]

s i g u r a d u sure

takap cover

tak ap  lamesa tablecloth

t i n d a sell [word base]

t i n i d u r fork

t r e n train

u k i t carve [word base]



Lesson 44

"Munta ku kang Pedro saupan keng manatap kang koya na."

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 Predicative Clause, Saupan predicate— 'to help do 

something'

Saupan keng manatap. I'm going to help his

thatch roof.

1.2 Embedded Question Clause

Balu ku nung kapilan 

ya mayari.

Eku balu nung kapilan 

ya mayari.

1.3 Yes/No Question

Bisa kayung saupan ku?

I know when it will be 

finished.

I don't know when it 

will be finished.

Do you want me to help?

1.4 Conditional Clause 'if'--nung
Nung emakapanabala keka. If it's not too much

trouble for you.

1.5 Permission Clause, Malyari

Malyari katang muntang
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sail?

Can we go buy [some]?



2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1 WH- Question and Answer— nanu-gawan question

651

'

2.1.1 Q: Nanu ing gawan mu What are you going to

karin? do there?

A: Saupan keng manatap I'm going to help Pedro

kang koya na i Pedro. thatch roof with his

older brother.

2.1.2 Q: Nanu ing gawan mu What are you going to

king eskuela? do at school?

A: Saupan kulang I'm going to help the

sumulat kwentu king students write stories

Inglis reng estu- in English.

dyante.
Saupan kula reng

estudyanteng sumulat

kwentu king Inglis.

2*2 Yes/No Question and Answer- -Bisa ka + (embedded

goal focus clause)
•̂2.1 Q; Bisa kang saupan ku? Do you want me to help

you?

A: Wa. Bisa ku. Yes. I (want) do.
2 j « Q: Bisa yang saupan na? Does he want her to

help?
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2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

A : Ali. Eya bisa.

.3 Q: Bisa lang saupan mya 

i Pedro?

A: Ua. E makapanabala 

kekayu.

Yes/No Question and Answer- 

question)

.1 Q: Balu mu nung kapilan 

ya mayari?

A: Wa. Potang 

gatpanapun.

Ali. Eku balu.

.2 Q: Balu mu nung nanu 

ing gawan mu?

A: Wa. Balu ku.

.3 Q: Balu me nung nu ya

karin minta i Maria?

A: Wa. Minta ya king 

tindahan.

.4 Q: Balu mu nung ninu 

ing mestra?

A: Wa. I Miss Ocampo 

ing mestra.

No. He doesn't (want). 
Do they want us to 
help Pedro?

Yes, if it's not too 

much trouble for you. 

-Balu mu + (embedded

Do you know when it 

will be finished?

Yes, this afternoon.

No, I don't know.

Do you know what to do?

Yes, I (know) do.

Do you know where 

Maria went?
Yes, she went to the 

store.
Do you know who the 

teacher is?
Yes. Miss Ocampo i-s 

the teacher.



1 3.5 Q: Balu mu nung ninung 
s umaup ?

A: Wa. I Maria yang 

sumaup.

2.3.6 Q: Balu mu nung ninung 
saupan mu?

A: Wa. Saupan ke i 

Pedro.
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Do you know who is going 

to help ?

Yes. Maria is going to 

help.

Do you know who you are 

going to help?

Yes. I'm going to help 

Pedro.

2.4 Yes/No Question and nung Answer (Conditional Clause) 

2.4.1 Q: Bisa kayung saupan ku? Do you want me to help?

A: Wa, nung e makapana- 

bala keka.
2.4.2 Q: Munta ka king 

'piknik' ?

A: Wa, nung mayari ya 

ing obra ku.

Yes, if it's not too 

much trouble to you 

Are you going to the 

picnic?

Yes, if I finish my 

work .
2.4.3 Q: Malyari kung mandilu? Can I go swimming?

A: Wa, nung e marimla

Wa, nung mapali

Yes, if it's not too 

cold .

Yes, if it's hot.
2*4.4 Q: Maglinis kung kuarto? Shall I clean the room? 

A: Wa, nung eka mapagal. Yes, if you're not

tired.
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2.5 Yes/No Question and Answer-

2.5.1 Q: Malyari na kung mako? 

A: Wa, malyari na kang

mako.

Wa, malyari na.

Wa , malyari.

Ali, eka pa rugu 

mamako.

2.5.2 Q: Malyari kung sumulat

sulat ngeni?

A: Wa, malyari kang

sumulat ngeni.

Ali, eka rugu sumulat 

ngeni. Isulat me 

potang bengi.

2.5.3 Q: Malyari keng gamitan

ing lapis a ini?
A : Wa, malyari.

Ali, rugu gamitan 
me itang metung 

karin.

2.5.4 Q: Malyari neng Mariang

sulatanan ing 

Director?

A: Ali, eya malyari.

-malyari question

May I leave already?

Yes, you may leave 

already.

Yes, you may already.

Yes , you may.

No, please don't leave 

yet.
May I write a letter 

now?
Yes, you may write nov.

No, please don't write 

now. Write it tonight.

May I use this pencil?

Yes, you may.
No, please use that one 

there.

Can Maria write to 

Director?

No, she may not*

the
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3 DRILL I

31 Statement Drill (T makes a statement. expands

T's statement by adding the predicative clause 

saupan ku. T varies the actor pronouns in his 

statement, and S keeps the corresponding pronouns 

in the saupan ku clause.)

Model. T: Gawan ke ing baru.

S^: Saupan dakang gawang baru.

T: Sumulat lang kwentu king Inglis deng 

estudyante .

Saupan kulang sumulat kwentu king 

Inglis deng estudyante.

(1) Gawan ke ing baru.

(2) Sumulat lang kwentu king Inglis deng

(3) Manatap yang atap.

(4) Maglinis yang kuarto i Ma ria .

(5) Mamipi yang imalan i Ima.

(6) Manayi kung baru.

(7) Maglampaso kaming lande ngening aldo.

(8) Manyali lang guie ampong prutas •

(9) Ituru nala reng anak.

(10) Subli kula reng libru.
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3.2 Response Drill (S^ asks the question Nanu ing gawan 

mu ngening aldo? and responds with a saúpan ku

statement like those drilled in 3.1.)

Model,. S^: Nanu ing gawan mu ngening aldo?

Saupan keng sumulat ing mestra king 

kuentung Inglis.

'I'm going to help the teacher write 

a story in English.'

3.3 Restatement Drill (T makes two statements--(1) 

what X is going to do, and (2) who is going to 

help X. combines the two statements into one

according to the model.)

Model . T: (1) Gawan ke ing baru.

(2) Saupan na kung Maria.

S^: Saupan nakang gawang barung Maria.

Use the following as the second statement. Use th e  

statements given in drill 3.1 as the first.)

(1.2) Saupan na kung Maria.

(2.2) Saupan mi la.

(3.2) Saupan deng estudyante.

(4.2) Saupan ke. _

(5.2) Saupan ne ning wali.

(6.2) Saupan yuku.
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(7.2) Saupan da kami ri Maria ampoy Pedro.

(8.2) Saupan mula.

(9.2) Saupan te.

(10.2) Saupan muku.

j.4 Response Drill (Ask the appropriate nanu-gawan 

questions which elicit the statements drilled in

3.3 as responses. S^ asks the question and S^ 

responds . )

Model. S^: Nanu ing gawan nang Maria?

S^: Saupan nakang gawang baru.

3.5 Restatement Drill (T makes an actor focus statement, 

restates it into the corresponding goal focus, 

expands S^'s statement by adding the predicative 

clause bisa ku... Make the appropriate changes in 

the pronouns between S^'s and S^'s statements to 

maintain semantic continuity. Note the shift of 

pronouns in the model given.)

Model. T: Sumaup ku keka.

: Saupan daka.

S£: Bisa kung saupan muku.

(1) Sumaup ku keka.

(2) Sumaup ku kaya.

(3) Sumaup ku kang Pedro.
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(4) Sumaup ku kareng anak.

(5) Sumaup ku kekayu.

(6) Sumaup ku karela.

(7) Turu yang Inglis king kapatad kung lalaki.

(8) Turu la kekayu.

(9) Sumulat kayu kareng pengari yu.

(10) Sumulat kami king mestra mi.

(11) Sali yang baru.

(12) Salubung kami kareng estudyante.

(13) Maglampaso yang lande i Maria.

(14) Manyubli kung libru.

(15) Gawa kung lamesa.

3.6 Question Drill (Restate the Bisa ku... statements 

in drill 3.5 into Bisa ka. . . questions according 

to the model. T gives the statements and Ŝ  the 

question. Maintain semantic continuity by using 
pronouns appropriate to the situation and relative 

to the speaker-hearer. Note the model.)

Model. T: Bisa kung saupan muku.

S^: Bisa kang saupan daka?
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j(7 Question Drill (T asks a question. expands the

question by adding Balu mu nung. . . Review all of 

the interrogative words.)

Model. T: Kapilan ya mayari?

(1)

S-: Balu mu nung kapilan ya mayari? 

Kapilan ya mayari?

(2) Kapilan ya datang i Juan?

(3) Kapilan ka munta king 'library'?

(4) Kapilan ya ing andaan?

(5) Nanu ing gawan mu?

(6) Nanu ini?

(7) Nanung klaseng libru ing basan na?

(8) Nanu ing sabian neng mestra?

(9) Nukarin ya minta i Maria?

(10) Nukarin ya i Juan?

(ID Nukarin ya mibait ing mestra?

(12) Nu la tau reng lalaki?

(13) Ninu ing superbisor?

(14) Ninu ing minta king Hapon?

(15) Ninu ing sumulat king kanta?

3.8 Response Drill (S^ asks a Balu mu nung.. . question

(cf. drill 3.5) and S2 gives an appropriate affir

mative response.)
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Model. S^: Balu mu nung kapilan ya mayari?
S^: Wa. Mayari ya bukas.

3.9 Statement Drill (Give a conditional clause as cued 

in English for each of the following situations.

T gives the situational statement and restates 

it by adding the appropriate conditional clause.) 

Model. T: Mangan ya ing anak.

S^: (if hungry) Mangan ya ing anak nung

danupan ya.

(1) Mangan ya ing anak. (if hungry)

(2) Minum kung inuman. (if thirsty)

(3) Magpaynawa la. (if tired)

(4) Matudtud la reng anak. (if sleepy)

(5) Magsulud kung 'sweater'. (if cold)

(6) Mandilu ku. (if hot today)

3.10 Restatement Drill (T makes a statement. re

states it as a question requesting permission.) 

Model. T: Munta ku king palengke.

S^: Malyari kung munta king palenke?

(1) Munta ku king palengke.

(2) Saupan keng manatap i Pedro.

(3) Mamalengke la reng atchi.

(4) Sali yang guie.
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t SITUATIONAL dialogues 

|I [Dialogue between John (J) 

atap 

■anatap 

bala

p a n a b a l a

makapanabala

auri

R: Nukarin ka munta?

J: Munta ku kang Pedro. 

Saupan keng manatap 

kang koya na.

Rs Patingapon kayung 

manatap ?

**• Eku balu nung kapilan 

ya mayari.

Bisa kayung saupan ku? 
J: Wa, nung e makapanabala 

keka.
* All, ala ku muring 

gawan ngening aldo.

and Roberto (R)] 

roof [word base] 

thatch roof [actor, future] 

trouble, matter [word 

base]

much trouble [distributive] 

is too much trouble 

nothing

Where are you going?

I'm going to Pedro's.
I'm going to help 

thatch roof at his 

older brother's.

Are you going to thatch 

roof all day?

I don't know when we 

will finish (it will 

be f inished ) .

Do you want me to help?

Yes, if it's not too 
much trouble for you.

No, I don't have anything 

to do today.
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J: 0 sige. Salamat. 
Mako tana.

Okay. Thanks. Let*.8 go.

4.2 [Dialogue between John (J) and Senen ( S ) ]

p alengke market
mamalengke to market [a c to r ,  future]

guie vegetables
prutas fruits
potang bagya a little later
p as a 1i (made to) buy [causative]

J: Nukarin la munta reng Where are your (older)

at ch i ? sisters going?
S: Mamalengke la. They're going marketing.

J: Nanu ing salwan da? What are they going to

buy ?
S: Sali 1ang guie. They're going to  buy

vegetables.

J: Maniali la naraang Are they going to buy

prutas? some fruits, too?

S: Ali la. Bakit? Bisa No, they're not. wh*?

kang prutas? Do you want f r u i t s *

J: Wa, bisa ku. Malyari Yes, I do (want).

katang muntang sali? we go buy [some]-



S: Wa, nung bisa ka.
Sabian ku kang Ima 

ing munta kata naman 

king palenke para sali 

katang prutas. [potang 

bagya]

J: 0 sige. Bisa yang

pasaling abias i Ima 

ku naman. Tara na.

: DRILL II

5*1 Recitation Drill
5.2 Conprehension Drill (The 

questions . )
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Yes, if you like. I'll 

tell Mother that we're 

going to the market 

to buy some fruits.

[a little later]

Okay. My mother wants 
us to buy some rice, 

too. Let's go.

following are suggested

Dialogue 4.1

(1) Whom did Roberto meet?
(2) Was Roberto on his way to the store?

(3) Is John going to the store?

(4) Why is he going there?

3̂) Are they going to thatch roof just in the 

morning ?
•  ̂2)o you think it might take all day?

^  18 Roberto busy today?



(8) Is Roberto going to help too?
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(9) Did Roberto ask John if they wanted his help?
(10) What did John say to Roberto?

( I D Do you know how to thatch roof?

Dialogue 4 . 2

(1) Who is John talking to?

(2) What is he asking him?

(3) Where are they going?

(4) Why are they going there?

(5) What does John wish' they would buy?

(6) Are they going to buy what John wants?

(7) What does John tell Senen then?

(8) What was Senen's answer?

(9) Did they leave right away?

(10) Did John and Senen buy only what John wanted?

( I D Why did they buy some rice too?

5.3 Narration Drill (The whole class participates in 

restating the dialogues into narrative form. 

Beginning with S^, each student contributes one 
sentence to the story in logical sequence. The 

teacher writes cue words from the sentences given 

on the blackboard to aid the students maintain 

continuity. After each narrative is completed, the 

students give the narrative individually.)



i STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES
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l.l The clauses Sumaup ku keka 'I'll help you (actor 
focus)' and Saupan da ka 'I'll help you (referent 

focus)' may be expanded to express the idea "I'll 

help you do something." The activity involved is 

denoted by a phrase which consists of a verb which 

nay or may not have the direct object linked to it. 

Other complements may also be included in the 

phrase, such as the referent, location, time, etc.

The following illustrate phrases which may be 

added to these clauses.

(1) pamasang libru reng anak 
read-Lk book the children

(2) sumulat sulat king Inglis 
write letter in English

(3) gawan_g, baru bukas 
make-Lk dress tomorrow
The verb in these amplifying phrases may be in

any focus appropriate to the situation (gawan object,

sumulat actor, pamasa referent). In such phrases

the direct object is always linked to the verb by
the following rule: the linker -ii£ occurs if the
verb ends in a vowel or ri which it replaces (cf.

(1) and (3) above); no linker occurs if the verb

ends in other consonants (cf. (2) above). You will
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note that other complements in the phrase such as 

the referent (kareng anak) and location (king 

Inglis) occur with their usual case particles.

The time element (bukas) appears without any 

markers.

The amplifying verbal phrases are added to 

the main clause linked to the portmanteau pronoun 

or the last pronoun in the pronoun sequence. The 

following illustrate.

Sumaup ku kekang sumulat sulat king Inglis.

'I will help you write a letter in English.' 

Saupan da kang pamasang libru reng anak.

'I'll help you read the book to the children.' 

Saupan keng mamiping imalan.

'I’ll help her wash the clothes.' 
following utterances contain question clauses. 

Balu mu nung kapilan ya mayari?

'Do you know when it will be finished?'

Kutnan ke nung nu ya karin minta i Juan.

'I'll ask him where John went.'

Ena sinabi kanaku nung nanu ing gawan ku.
'He didn't tell me what to do.'

Ituru ra ka nung makananu meng gamitan ioiPg-—

(4)

(5)

(6)

6.2 The 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(A)
'i'll teach you how to use this machine.'
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aain clause in the utterances above are limited 
to nonactor focuses. Thus, the actor pronouns 
are from the expected non-focused ning set. Note 

that in (2) and (4) with referent focus verbs the 
pronouns translated 'him' and 'you' are in focus 

(the first a part of the portmanteau). It may be 

that in (1) and (3) with object focus verbs, the 

question clause is in focus. This needs further 

invest igat ion.
Unlike English, the construction of the 

Kapampangan question clause is the same whether it 

is embedded in a main clause or is an utterance by 

itself except that the question clause is always 

introduced by the particle nung when embedded.

(1) Kutnan ke nung nu ya karin minta i Juan.
’I'll ask him where John went.'

(2) Nu ya karin minta i Juan?

'Where did John go?'
' Note the construction of the following questions.

(1) Bisa kang sumaup kaku?

'Do you want to help me?'



(2) Bisa kang saupan ku?

'Do you want me to help you?'

The first question focuses on the actor (ka 

'you') for both verbs (you want and you help); hence 

in Kapatnpangan the verbs are both in the actor 
focus (bisa, sumaup). The referent is non-focused 
(kaku 'me'). The second question focuses first on 
the actor (k_a 'you') then on the referent (you 
want and you get helped); hence, we have an actor 
focused verb first (bisa) and a referent focused 
verb second (saupan). The actor of the first verb 
(ka 'you') is in focus, but the actor of the 
second verb is non-focused (ku 'me'). The focused 

ka after the first verb serves also as the focus 
of the second--translated by the second 'you' (2)» 

The following are more examples of such pairs 

of quest ions.

(3) Bisa kang sumulat kaku?

'Do you want to write me?'

Bisa kang sulatanan ku?
'Do you want me to write you?'

(4) Bisa yang turu keka?

'Does she want to teach you?'
Bisa yang ituru mu?
'Does she want you to teach her?'
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The word malyari 'possible, is all right, can' is 

used to request permission to do something. The 

following verb may be in any focus appropriate to 

the situation. The actor pronouns precede the verb 
in this construction and may be focused or non- 

focused--the former if the verb is in the actor 

focus, and the latter if in all other focuses. The 
verb is connected to the pronoun preceding it by 

the usual linker (-n¿) . The following illustrate.
(1) Malyari kung sumulat kwentu? (actor focus)

'May I write a story?'

(2) Malyari keng isulat ing kwentu? (object)

'May I write the story?'
(3) Malyari keng sulatanan ing Director? (referent) 

'May I write the Director?'

(4) Malyari keng panyulat ing lapis? (instrumental,
cf. Lesson 47)

'May I write with the pencil?'
(5) Malyari da kang saupan?

'May I help you?'

Responses to the above requests may be any of the 
Allowing constructions.
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(6) Wa, malyari kang sumulat.

'Yes, you may write.'

(7) Wa, malyari (na).

'Yes, you may.'

(8) Ali, eka malyari.

'No, you may not.'

(9) Ali, eke pa rugu sulatanan ing Director.

'No, please don't write the Director yet.'

(10) Ali, rugu panyulat me ing bal-pen.

'No, please write with a pen.'
6.5 The particle nung 'if' may introduce a conditional 

clause. The conditional clause may occur alone as 

an utterance, or it may follow the main clause.

(1) Q: Maglinis kung kwarto?

'May I clean the room?'

A: Wa. Nung eka mapagal.

'Yes. If you're not tired.'

(2) Malyari kang mandilu nung e marimla.

'You can go swimming if it's not cold.'

Remember that nung also introduces a question 

clause embedded in the main clause (cf. 6.1, this

lesson).
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bala

gale

u k a p a n a b  a l a  

■aaalengke

u n a t a p

lurl

palengke

p a n a b a l a

P asa li

P°tang bagya 
P r u t a s
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roof [word base] 

trouble, matter [word 

base] 

vegetables 

is too much trouble 

to market [actor, 

future] 

thatch roof [actor, 

future] 

nothing 

market
much trouble [distributive] 

(made to) buy [causative] 

a little later 

fruits



Lesson 45
"Makananu yung gawan ing bakud?" 

1 STRUCTURAL CONTENT

1.1 WH- Question

Makananu yung gawan ing 

bakud ?
How do you make a fence?

1.2 Embedded Question Clause (continued)

Buri ku mung akit nung I just want to see hov

makananu yung gagawan 
ing salasala.

1.3 Probability Clause

you do the weaving.

Pota kailangan da ka They might need you in

king eskuela.

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT
school.

2.1 WH- Question and Answer, makananu question
2.1.1 Q: Makananu yung gawan 

ing bakud?

How do you make a fence?

A: Gawan milang We weave them. (We

salasala. make them by weaving.)
2.1.2 Q: Makananu meng iluto How do you cook chicken

ing adobong manok? adobo ?
A: Metung, pabukal me First, you stew (boil)

ing manok a maki- the chicken [in] a
sangkap danum mixture of water,
ampong aslam, bawang, vinegar, ginger, salt,

672
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asin, toyo, paminta shoyu, pepper, corn
ampong laurel anggang and bay leaves until

ing manok malambot. the chicken is tender.

At aniang pirituan And then you fry the

me ing manok king chicken in hot fat.

mapaling taba. Po- Then, cook the chicken

tang kayi, ilutu me in the liquor

ing manok king sabo (liquor soup) again

pasibayu saguli. for a little while.

.3 Q: Makananu meng sabian How do you say 'sauté'

ing 'sauté' ampong and 'season' in

'season' king Ka- Kapampangan?
•pampangan?

A: King Kapampangan ing In Kapampangan 'sauté'

'sauté' igisa ampong is igisa and 'season'

'season' sangkapan. is sangkapan.

Q: Makananu kang dinatang?How did you come?

A: Dinatang kung makajip. I came by jeep.

5 Q: Makananu kang mag- How can you study (with

aral (nung titigtig the radio on?/while

ya ing radya/kabang eating?)

mamangan ?)



2.1.6 Q: Makananu keng ilutu 

ini?
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How shall I cook th is?  

(or) [How do you want 

this cooked?]

A: Ilutu meng makimayumu Cook it with sugar and 

ampong toyo. shoyu.

2.2 WH- Question and Answer, baki t (obat) question

2.2.1 Q: Bakit? Obat bisa

kang munta kang 

Pedro?

A: Buri kung akit nung

makananu rang 

gagawan ing salasala.

2.2.2 Q: Obat bisa kang munta

king eskuela?

A: Buri keng akit nung

nanu ing gagawan 

dareng estudyante.

2.2.3 Q: Obat bisa kang muli?

A: Buri kung akit nung 

ninung dinatang.

Why? Why do you want 

to go to P edro 's  [house]!

I want to see how they 

do the weaving.

Why do you want to go 

to school?
I want to see what the 

students are doing*

Why do you want to 8°

home ?
I  want to see who ca»«*
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permlssion Question and Negative Response 

(continued)

j.J.1 Q: Malyari saupan daRayu?

A: Salamat, perú pota 

k a i l a n g a n  da ka 

king eskuela.

2.3.2 Q: Malyari kung mandilu?

A: Ali. Marimla ya ngeni 

ing aldo. Pota 

galang sipón ka.

’•3.3 Q: Malyari keng gilian 

B ing guie?
A: Ali. Pota galang

agili me ing sarili 

me.
•̂3.4 Q: Malyari keng dalan 

ing 'recipe' king 

eskuela?

A: Ali. Pota galang 

kailangan ke.

3 D*ILL !

Can I help you?

Thanks, but they might 

need you in school.

Can I go swimming?

No. It's cold today.

You might catch a cold.

Can I chop the vegetables

No. You might cut 

yourself.

Can I take the recipe 

to school?

No. I might need it.

Question Drill (T makes 

Hgkananu question based

a statement and asks a

on the statement.)



Model. T: Gawan ke ing bakud.
S^: Makananu meng gawan ing bakud?

(1) Gawan ke ing bakud.
(2) Ilutu ke ing adobong manok •

(3) Munta ku king andaan •
(4) Dinatang ya.

(5) Sabian ke ing 'saute ' king Kapampangan.
(6) Buri keng ilutu ini. (Makananu meng buring

ilutu ini.)

(7) Minta la king sine.

(8) Tayan neng Maria ing baru.
(9) Memasa yang libru metung a bengi i Juan.

(Makananu neng abasas...)

(10) Maglampaso lang lande reng 3nak.

Response Drill (S^ asks a makananu question (cf. 

drill 3.1) and gives an appropriate response.) 

Model. S^: Makananu meng gawan ing bakud?

Gawan milang salasala.

Statement Drill--Embedded makananu Question Clause 

(T makes a statement that X is doing something.

restates it by adding the predicative clause 

buri kung akit... to find out how X is doing it.

Note the change of pronoun from the first person
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in the statement to the second person in S^'s 

restatement to maintain semantic continuity.

Model. T: Gawan ke ing salasala.
Ŝ : Buri kung akit nung makananu mung gawan

ing salasala.

(1) Gawan ke ing salasala.

(2) Gagawan deng estudyante ing leche plan.

(3) Hutu neng Maria ing adobong manok.

(4) Pututan miya ing karneng babi.

(5) Mangili lang guie.

(6) Pirituan de ing karne.

(7) Sumulat ku king Kapampangan. 

i (8) Lampasuan ke ing lande.

(9) Ituru neng Alex ing Kapampangan.

I (10) Manatcha kung bola.
3-4 Statement Drill--Embedded nanu question clause,

(T makes a statement that X is doing something.

restates it by adding buri kung akit . .. to find 

out the 'what' or the direct object of the action.) 

Model. T: Mamasa la reng estudyante.
S^: Buri kung akit nung nanu ing babasan da

reng estudyante.
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(1) Mamasa la reng estudyante.

(2) Manayi ya i Maria.

(3) Sumulat ku.

(4) Maglutu ya ing kapatad kung babai.

(5) Kuma ya ing wali na.

(6) Gumawa kami.

(7) Mamialung la.

(8) Minum ka.

(9) Turu kami.

(10) Magaral kayu.

3.5 Response Drill (S^ asks 'Why do you want to go to 

X place?' and responds with a Buri kung akit

nung... statement as drilled above. Elicit the 

responses in the order of the statements given in 

drill 3.4. Be sure to give the appropriate place 

word in the question for each response elicited.) 

Model. S^: Obat ka munta king eskuela?

S2 ¡ Buri kung akit nung nanu ing babasan 

da reng estudyante.

$2  ̂ Obat ka munta kang Maria?
Buri kung akit nung nanu ing tatayan

nang Maria.
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W

Statement Response Drill (S^ makes a statement in 

the first person according to the cue. asks if

he can do it also and replies in the negative, 

giving a pota galan (g) response as cued.

Model. Cue: gili, guie

S^: Gilian ke ing guie.

S^: Malyari ke namang gilian ing guie? 

Cue: 'cut yourself'

S^: Ali. Pota galang agili me ing sarili 

mu.

Statement Cue Response Cue

(1) gili, guie cut yourself

(2) saup, keka need you

(3) mand ilu catch cold sipun

(A) kumang 'resipa' need it

(5) mangan kendi get a stomach ache

sakit a tyan

(6) magsulud a 'sweater' mu dirty it dinatan

(7) gumamit a bal pen mu break it asira

(8) kumang pera, king lose it abating

eskuela
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3.7 Statement Drill (Each student makes an utterance 
stating two actions taking place simultaneously. 
The actions may be of one person or two.)
Model. S^: Magaral ku kabang mamangan.

S2: Magaral ku king kuarto kabang maglinis 

yang bale i ima ku.

4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES

4.1 [Dialogue between John (J) 

b akud 

pamakud 

kwayan 

salasala 

pota (galan)

aki t

J: Nukarin ka munta?

P: Munta ku kang bapa ku 

saupan keng gawang 

pamakud kwayan.

J: Makananu yung gawan 

ing bakud?

P: Gawan milang salasala-

and Pedro (P)] 

fence
fence [abstract nominal] 

bamboo I

weaving

might by chance, is 
probable 

(can) see [aptative] j

Where are you going?

I'm going to my uncle's 

to help him make a I

b amboo fence.
How do you make a fence?

1
(We make them by 1

weaving.) We weave thes.l

i



j: Saupan da kayu. 

p: Pota kailangan da ka 

king eskuela.

J :  Burl ku nung akit nung 
makananu yung gagawan 

ing salasala.

P: 0 sige. Lalung 

mas ant ing.

*.2 [Dialogue between John (J) 

kuobida 

nekumbida 

ganaka 

aganaka 

inbitasyon 
kanita 

umpisa 

°agumpisa

[" kami] 
gili 
mangili 
alpa
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I'll help you.

They might need you 

in school.
I just want to see how 

you do the weaving.

All right. [That's]

very good. 

and Maria (M)] 

invite

was/were invited 

remember [word base]
(can) remember [aptative]

invitation

like that

begin, start [word base] 
to begin, to start 

[actor, future] 

we [exc1] 

slice [word base] 
to slice [distributive] 

vegetables for cooked 

dishes
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ka rne

ki1awin
manok

adobo

yumu

mayumu

pagmayumu

leche plan 

t akman 

a t akman 

aburi 

1 igwa 

maligwa 

bukal 

ipabukal

sangkap

sangkapan

as 1 am

bawang

paminta

1

meat

pork and v e g e t a b l e  di«h
chicken 

chicken dish

sweet [word base] I
is sweet

sweets, dessert [abstract 
nominal] 

egg custard 

taste [word base]
(can) taste [aptative]
(can) like [aptative] 

easy [word base] 

is easy

boil [word base] 
cause to boil, stew 

[causative] 

season [word base] 

to season something 

[object, future] 

vinegar 
garlic 

pepper

I
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toyu 
laurel
lambot 
aalambot

pritu 
pirituan

taba 

sabo 

sagull
J: Nukarin ka munta?

M: Munta ku kang Dara ku 

sumaup maglutu para 

king birthday ning 

anak na. Mekumbida ka 

king party. Aganaka mu

J: Wa. Salamat pasibayu 

king imbitasyon. Ing 

party bukas ya ne?

M: Wa, sana mipunta ka. 

Dakal a maniaman 

pair.angan kanita.

shoyu

bay leaves
soft, tender [word base] 

is tender
saute, fry [word base] 

to fry something 

[object, future] 

oil
soup, liquid, liquor 

quick

Where are you going?

I'm going to my Aunty's 

to help cook for her 

baby's birthday party. 

You were invited to 

the party. You 

remember ?

Yes. Thanks again for 

the invitation. The 

party is tomorrow, 

isn't it ?

Yes, I hope you [can] 

come. There will be 

a lot of delicious 
food (like that).
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J: Wa, munta ku. Nanu ing 

gawan mu king bale na?

Magumpisa na kong 

maglutu?

M: Ali ke pa maglutu.

Mangili kung guie para 

king alpa ampong karne 

para kilawin ampong 

manok para adobo. At 

saka gawa kaming 

pagmayumu, leche plan.

J: 0, talagang maniaman pin

ata. Atakman ku ne ing

adobo kani t a. Abur i

keng talaga. Makananu

meng gagawan?

Yes, I'm g o i n g .  yhat 

are you g o i n g  t o  do 

at her house? Are y0tt 
[pi] going t o  s t a r t  

cooking already?

No, we're n o t  going to 

cook yet. We'll slice 

the vegetables for 
the cooked d i s h e s  and 

the meat for t h e  kilawin 

and the chicken for the 
adobo . And t h e n  w e ' r e  

going to make t h e  

dessert, the e g g  custard.

Oh, that sounds v e r y  

delicious. I ' v e  

tasted chicken adobg 

(like that) before.

I like it very much.
make it?How do you
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H: Maligwa mu. Primero, 

ipabukal me ing manok, 

sangkapan meng aslam, 

bawang, paminta, toyu 

ampong laurel anggang 

malambot ya ing manok. 

Kaibat pirituan me ing 

manok king mapaling taba 

at saka me ilutung 

pasibayu king sabo na. 

Makanian mu. Saguli mu.

J: Bala mu saguli mu.

It's (just) easy. First, 

you stew the chicken, 
(you season it) seasoned

with vinegar, garlic» 

pepper, shoyu and 

bay leaves until the 

chicken is tender*

After that you saute 

the chicken in hot 
oil and then you cook 
it again in its liquid’ 

(That's how only)

That's all. It's 

(quick) easy.
You make it sound easy.

P DRILL II

•̂1 Recitation Drill
•̂2 Comprehension Drill (Suggested questions follow.) 

Dialogue 4.1
(1) Who is John talking to? Whom did John meet?

(2) Was John on his way to Pedro's uncle's house?

(3) What is Pedro going to do at his uncle's?

(4) Does John know how to make a bamboo fence?
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(5) How do they make a bamboo fence?

(6) Does John want to help?

(7) Why?

(8) What did Pedro say when John said 'I'll help you'*
Dialogue 4.2

(1) Whom did John meet?
(2) Where was she going?

(3) What is she going to do there?

(4) Is John invited to the party also?

(5) When is the party?

(6) Do you think the party is at dinnertime?

(7) Why ?

(8) What is Maria going to do at her Aunty's house?

(9) Are they going to start cooking already?

(10) What did John taste before?

( I D How does he like it?

(12) Does he know how to make it?

(13) How do you know?

(14) Is cooking adobo easy?

(15) How do you make adobo?

(16) Is adobo like fried chicken?
5.3 Narration Drill (Restate the dialogues into

narrative form.)
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|,( narration Drill (Each student tells how to cook 

chicken adobo . )

¡J Narration Drill (Each student makes a simple art 
craft object, like a Japanese origami — paper 

folding--figure, an Easter basket, a valentine, 

or a drawing, then tells the class how it is 

aade. )

i STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES
11 The interrogative word makananu 'how' is used to 

elicit information on how to perform an action.

The following are examples of such questions.

(1) Makananu meng gagawan ing bakud?

'How do you make a fence?'

(2) Makananu kang dinatang?

'How did you come?'

(3) Makananu kang magaral kabang mamangan?

'How (do) can you study while eating?'

(4) Makananu kang magaral nung titigig ya ing radyo? 

'How can you study when the radio is playing?'

In this construction the question word is 
followed by the actor pronoun which is linked to 

the verb by -n¿. The remaining elements of the

sentence follow.
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Remember that the interrogative word whichn asks
for the state of one's being is komusta 'ho w '.

(5) Komus t a ka ?

'How are you?'

6.2 The word pota has the meaning 'might' in a d d i t i o n  

to 'later'. When pota means 'might', it m a y  o r  

may not occur with the word galan followed d i r e c t l y  

by the verb. The word pota or the phrase p o t a  

galan expresses the probability of, or c h a n c e ,  

occurrence of the action denoted. When ' p o s s i b i l i t y  

of occurrence' is implied, the word mapalyarl, 

the stative form of malyari is used as 'might'.

The following illustrate.
(1) Pota (galang) asira me.

'You might break it.'

(2) Pota (galang) masugat ka.

'You might get cut.'

(3) Pota kailangan da ka king eskuela.

'They might need you in school.'
(4) Mapalyaring munta ku king sine potang b e n g i -  

'I might go to the movies tonight.'



(.] The particle kabang 'while' denotes that a

following action occurs at the same time as another 
action. The following illustrate.

(1) Makananu kang magaral kabang mamangan?

'How can you study while eating?'

(2) Eka makiramdam king radyo kabang migaral.

'Don't listen to the radio while studying.'

(3) Mamialung ka king lual kabang miglinis kung

bale.

'You play outside while I clean the house.' 

VOCABULARY

abat ing (can) lose
abur i (can) like [aptative]

adobo chicken dish

aganaka (can) remember
akit (can) see [aptative]
alpa vegetables for cooked

dishes
asi ra (can) break
aslam vinegar
atakman (can) taste [aptative]
5akud fence
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bating 

b awang 

bukal 

d ina t 

ganaka 

gili

imb i tasyon 

ipabukal

kani ta

karne

ke [=kami] 

kilawin 

kumb ida 

1 ambo t 

laurel 

leche plan 

1 igwa 

tnagumpi s a

malambo t 

maligwa

1

lose [word base] 
garlic

boil [word b a s e ]  

dirty [word b a s e ]  

remember [word b a s e ]  

slice [word b a s e ]  

invitation 

cause to boil, s t e w  

[causative, o b j e c t ]  

like that [king c a s e  

pos s. demon.] 

meat

we [ excl]
pork and vegetable dish  

invite [word base] 
soft, tender [word base] 

bay leaf 
egg custard 

easy [word base] 
to begin, to start 

[actor, future] 
is soft, is tender 

is easy
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iingili to slice [distributive]

lanok chicken

uyumu is sweet

jekumbida was/were invited 

[descriptive, completed]

pagaayumu sweets, dessert 

[abstract nominal]

paaakud fence [abstract nominal]

paainta pepper

piri tuan to fry/saute something 

[object, future]

pota (galan) might [probability or 

chance]
pritu fry, saute [word base]
iabo soup, liquid, liquor
■aguli quick
gakit sick [word base]

•alasala weaving
*angkap season [word base]

,tn8kapan to season something 

[object , future]
•lta break
l«ba oil
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t akman taste [word base]
toyu shoy u
umpisa begin, start [word base]
y umu sweet [word base]



Lesson 46

me kaku ing 'recipe' para apadala ke kang Ima ku?1

i| STRUCTURAL CONTENT

¡,1 Verbal Predicative Clause, Aptative Aspect 

|ll.l Actor Focus Aptative Clause

Magaral ke pung salitang We are learning to 

Kapampangan bang kanita 

makasaup kaming turu 

king eskuela ning 

Pampanga.

1*1.2 Non-actor Focus Aptative Clause

Abye me kaku ing 'recipe' Can you give me the 

para apadala ke kang recipe so I can send

Ima ku? it to my mother?

Arinan úiu ku bukas? Can you give [it] to

me tomorrow?

speak Kapampangan so 

that we can help teach 

in the schools of 

Pampanga.

Aptative Verbal Affixes 

^•1 Actor Focus Aptative Affixes 

1. Future Tense 

maka -

makapag- , makapaN-
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2. Continuing Tense 

mlka-

makapag-, makapaN-
3. Completed Tense 

meka-
mekapag-, mekapaN-

1.2.2 Non-actor Focus Aptative Affix 

a ( i ) -

2 CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXT

2.1 WH- Question and Answer

2.1.1 Q: Ninu ing makasulat

king Kapampangan?

A: I Ermie makasulat ya 

king Kapampangan.

2.1.2 Q: Kapilan ke asulatanan

ing Director?

A: Asulatanan ke bukas.

Who can write in 

Kapampangan?

Ermie can write in 

Kapampangan.
When can you write to 

the Director?
I can write him tomor
row .

2.2 Yes/No Question and Answer

2.2.1 Q: Makasulat ka king 
Inglis ?

A : Wa. Makasulat ku.
A : Ali. Makasulat ku

Can you write in Engl*5̂1

Yes , I can write.
No, I can only write * n 

Kapampangan.mu king Kapampangan.
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A(i)sulat ke ing 

kwentu king Inglis?

Wa, a(i)sulat ke king 

Inglis.

Asulatanan me ing 

Director tungkul 
king meeting?

Maobra ku. Obat erne 

sulatanan?

0 sige. Peru asaupan 

mu ku ?

J!:aiLL i

Can you write the story 

in English?
Yes, I can write it in 

English.

Can you write to the 

Director about the 
meeting?

I'm busy now. Why don't 

you write him?

Okay. But can you help 
me ?

I'l Repetition Drill (T gives a verb in the general 

actor focus, then in the aptative actor focus.

I

S repeats the latter. Review verbs given in 

Lesson 40, drill 3.1, then continue with the new 
verbs introduced in subsequent lessons.)

Model. T: mamasa, makapamasa 

S : makap amas a 
Ü) mamasa, makapamasa 
(2) sumulat, makasulat

(3) magaral, makapagaral
(4) turu, makaturu
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(5) mangan, makapangan
(6) maglinis, makapaglinis 
(?) mamipi, makapamipi

(8) mamlancha, makapamlancha

(9) mandusug, makapandusug

(10) mamalis, makapamalis

(11) (at saka manga nanu nanu pa)

(12) magsalita, makapagsalita

(13) magkopya, makapagkopya

3.2 Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

general actor focus. restates it in the aptative

actor focus. Use the verb list given for 3.1.) 

Model. T: Mamasa kung libru.

S^: Makapamasa kung libru.

3.3 Repetition Drill. (T gives a verb in the general 

object focus, then in the aptative object focus.

S repeats the latter. Drill verbs given for 3.1*) 

Model. T: basan, abasa 

S : abasa
3.4 Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

general object focus. restates it into the

aptative actor focus.)

Model. T: Basan ke ing libru.

: Abasa ke ing libru.
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,j Repetition Drill (T gives a verb in the general

referent focus, then in the aptative referent focus.
S repeats the latter. Review verbs given in 
Lesson 41, drill 3.2.)

Model. T: sulatanan, asulatanan 
S : asulatanan

3.6 Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

general referent focus. restates it in the
aptative referent focus.)

Model. T: Sulatanan ke i Ima ku.

S: Asulatanan ke i Ima ku.
3.7 Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

aptative, future. restates it in the aptative

continuing.)

Model. T: A(i)turu ke ing Inglis.

S^: Atuturu ke ing Inglis.

* Restatement Drill (T gives a statement in the

general actor future. restates it in the aptative

actor continuing, and in the aptative actor 

completed . )
Model. T: Makapamasa kung libru.

S^: Makapamasa kung libru.

S2 : Mekapamasa kung libru.
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4 SITUATIONAL DIALOGUES

4.1 [Dialogue between John 

kasaya 

ka
le a k. wen tu

kalutu

magkalutu

komplimiento 
a -

aby e

apadala

sangkap 

kopy a 

akopya

ar in an

(J) and Maria (M)]
how fun, how happy 

[nominal affix] 

talking [reduplication, 
con t inuing ] 
the thing cooked, the 

cooked dish 

(to do the thing(s) 

cooked) 

compliment

can [aptative, non-actor 

focus] 

can give something 

[aptative, object] 

can send [aptative, 

causative] 

ingredients

copy, follow [word base] 
can copy something, 

can follow something 

[aptative, object] 

can give to someone 

[aptative, referent]
mitauli to be late
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Kasaya na ning 'party' 

nabengi. Masaya lang 
kakwentu reng bapa 

ampong dara mu. Salamat 

pasibayu king imbitas- 

y on.

Alang nanu naman. 

Masanting dinatang ka.

Ing pamangan talagang 
maniatnan. Ninu man ing 

miglutu biasa yang 

magkalu tu.

Salamat king kompli- 
miento. Sinaup kung 

miglutung adobong 
manok.

Talagang maniaman. Eku 

balu biasa ka palang 
maglutu.

(How fun, the party last 

night) That was a real 

nice party last night. 

(Your uncles and aunts

they were fun talking 
to.) It was fun 

talking to your aunts 

and uncles. Thanks 

again for the invitation.

Don't mention it. I'm 

glad you (came) could 
come .

And the food was really 

delicious (Who the one 
cooked , she knows how 

to do the thing cooked). 

Whoever cooked [it] is 

a good cook.

Thanks for the compliment 
I helped cook the 

chicken adobo.

That was really good.

I didn't know you
knew how to cook.
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M: Talagang maglutu ku. 

Dakal ku lulutu king 

bale .

J : Abye me kaku ing

'recipe' para adobong 

manok para apadala ke 

kang lea ku? Malyari 

aburi de mu naman.

M: Wa. Isulat king Inglis 

eganaganang sangkap 

bang akopya neng Ima 

mung masalese. Dinan 

da ka pang dakal a 

recipe.

J: Arinan mu ku bukas?

M : 0 sige.

J: Dakal a salamat.
M: Eku bisang mitauli

para king klase.

Mako na ku. Akit 
daka bukas.

J: 0 sige. Bab ay.

Sure, I cook. I do 

lots of cooking at 
home .

Can you give me the 

recipe for the chicken 

adobo so I can send 

it to my mother? They 

might enjoy it too.

Yes. I'll write it in 

English [with] all the 

ingredients so your 

mother can follow it 

easily. I'll give you 

several recipes.
Can you give [them] to 

me tomorrow?

Okay .

Thanks a lot.
I don't want to be late 

for class [so] (l'm 
leaving) I'd better 

go now. I'll see y c u 

tomorrow.

Okay. Bye.
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[Dialogue between Mr. Ruiz (R) and John (J) at a 

Peace Corps training site in Hawaii]

bang kanita 

maka-

makas aup 

pupun talan 

magaling 

sy ad u 

masyadu

R: Aburi mu ing lugar keti?

J: 0 pu. Aburi ke masaya 

ku keti.

R: Komusta ya ing 

'training' mu?

J: Mayap pu naman.

R: Nanu ya ing gagawan mu? 

J: Magaral ke pung salitang 

Kapampangan bang kanita 

makasaup kaming turu 

king eskuela ning 

P ampanga.

so (like) that 

can [aptative, actor 

focus, future] 

can help

the place one will go to 

smart, good 

too, very [word base] 

is too, is very 
[How] do you like this 

place?

Yes, sir. (I like it,

I'm happy here) I 
like it fine here.

How is your training?

Fine , sir.
What do you do?

We are learning to speak 

Kapampangan so that we 

can help teach in the 

schools of Pampanga.
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R: Tuturu ko ngan? Are you all teachers?
J : 0 pu . Yes , sir.
R : Pilan la reng mestra How many (women teachers

ampu mestro yu ngan? and men teachers)

teachers are there in

all?
J : Dinalan la pu. One hundred, sir.
R : Nanu ya ing tuturu yu? What do you [pi] teach?
J : Aduang pulut adua ing Twenty-two teach Math,

tuturung 'MatH, atlung thirty-seven teach

pulung pitu ing tu Science, and forty-one

turung 'Science', teach English.

ampong apat a pulung

raetung ing tuturung

Inglis.

R: 0, makanian! Anggang Oh , is that so ! How

kapilan kayu magtrain long (until when) are

ing? you going to train?

J : Labing walung dumingu Eighteen weeks, sir.

pu .

R: Kaibat munta kayungan After [that] are you all

king Pampanga? going to Pampanga?



j: 0 pu. Munta ke ngan 

king Pampanga peru 
munta kami king 

mialiwang baryu.

R: Balu yu nung nanung 

baryu ing pupuntalan 

y u ?

J: Ali pa pu. Sabian

da kekami kaibat na 

ning ’training' mi.

R: Pilan pang dumingu ing 

'training' yu?

J: Anam pa pung dumingu.

R: 0, megaral na ko palang 
labing aduang dumingu 

ania pin magaling na 
kong magsalitang 

Kapampangan?

J: Ali pa pu. E ku pa 

masyadung biasa.
R: Ali, magaling na ko.

J: Salamat naman pu.
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Yes, sir. We are all 

going to Pampanga, but 
we are going to dif

ferent barrios.

Do you know what barrio 

you are going to?

Not yet, sir. They are 

going to tell us after 

our training.

How many weeks yet [do 

you have of] your 

training?

Six weeks yet, sir.

Oh, you already studied 

twelve weeks, so that's 

why (no wonder) you're 
so good at speaking 

Kapampangan

Not yet, sir. I'm not 

too good .
No, you are good already.

Thank you, sir.
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5 DRILL II

5.1 Recitation Drill

5.2 Comprehension Drill (Suggested questions follow.) 
Dialogue 4.1

(1) Who is John talking to?

(2) What are they talking about?

(3) What was the party for?

(4) Who were at the party?

(5) Did John enjoy the food?

(6) How do you know?

(7) Did Maria help with the cooking?
(8) What did she cook?

(9) Does John like this dish?

(10) Does Maria cook a lot? Do you think Maria i8 

a good cook?

(ID Why do you think so?

(12) What did John ask Maria for?

(13) Why did he ask her for it?

(14) Does he think his mother will enjoy it? .

(15) Is Maria going to write it in K a p a m p a n g a n ?

(16) Is she going to write just that one recipe?

(17) Was she too busy to write the recipes right 

away ?
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When is she going to give them to John?

(19) Was Maria on her way home when she met John? 
Dialogue 4.2

(1) Who is John talking to?

(2) Are these two in the Philippines?
(3) Where in Hawaii?

(4) Do you think John was born here?

(5) What is John doing here?

(6) What does he do there?

(7) Is he by himself?

(8) How many are there in all?

(9) Are they all students?

(10) What do they teach?

(11) How many teach English? How many Math?

many Science?

(12) How long is the training?

(13) How many weeks have they already trained

(14) How many more weeks do they have?

(15) Does John speak Kapampangan well?

(16) Does Mr. Ruiz think he is good?

(17) Where are the teachers going after their

training?

(18) Are they all going to the same place?

How
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(19) Do they know where they are going?

(20) When are they going to be told?

5.3 Narration Drill (Restate the dialogues into 

narrative form.)
5.4 Dialogue Composition Drill (Each student creates a 

short dialogue in which the actor or non-actor 

focus aptative verbs occur. The dialogue is 
checked by the teacher for errors, then presented 

to the class orally. After the presentation, 

writer asks the class questions based on the

d i alogue.)

6 STRUCTURAL AND CULTURAL NOTES
6.1 In addition to Focus, Kapampangan verbs also inflect 

for Aspect. Aspect includes the categories Distri

butive (cf. Lesson 48), Aptative , Aptative-Stative, 

Causative and Aptative-Causatlve. Verbs which are 

not inflected for any of these aspects, are termed 

general, i.e. not indicating any aspect. The 

Aptative is introduced in this lesson. The Aptative 

Stative will be introduced in the next lesson and 

the Causative and Aptative-Causative in Lesson 50.

The term Aptative refers to the possibility

that an action will occur, or the ability of someone
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to perform an action. The affixes are (1) maka- 

(paN- ~ pag- ~ pa*- ~ £-) and (2) a-. The first 

set of affixes (maka- set) denotes that an actor 
focus action is inflected for the aptative and 

the second, a- , that action in all other focuses 
is in the aptative. The affixes occurring with 

maka-, and enclosed in parentheses, are the actor 

affixes with the initial m replaced by £. The 

notation ~ indicates that any one of these affixes 
may occur with maka-. The parentheses indicate 

that the enclosed affixes may be omitted. Thus, 

the list of maka- aptative affixes are as follows: 

makapaN- , makapag- , makapa- , makap- and maka-.
Generally, the correct form of a particular 

maka- aptative verb can be determined from the 

general actor focus form of that verb. If the 
form is maglutu in the actor focus, the aptative 

would be makapaglutu; if mand i 1i g , makap and i 1i g ; if 

mama1is. makapamalis; and if mun t a , makapun ta.

I'm- and 0 affix verbs generally take only maka-. 

However, there are exceptions to the rule so the 
learner is advised to check with a native speaker 

for the correct forms. In fact, checking with a
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native speaker first should be the general practice 

for determining all inflected verbal forms. The 

following are examples of -uni- and 0 affix verbs 

with the aptative inflection. Note the exception 

gawa.

(1) sumulat makasulat 'can write'

(2) turu makaturu 'can teach'

(3) gawa makapangawa 'can make'

The second affix a- is added to non-actor 

focus verbs, i.e. to object, referent, benefactive 

or instrument verbs. With the referent, benefactive 

and instrument focuses, the affix is added to the 

respective focus forms of the verbs. With the 

object focus, however, the affix is added to the 

word base with some exceptions (apagaral <£ aral 

and ap an g an < kan). When is added to a verb or

word base with an initial <i, ^ occurs between the 

two ^'s, e.g. a + and am > ayand am.

For the aptative aspect the usual tenses are 
marked only in the actor focus aptative verbs. The 

future tense is marked by the affix itself; the 

continuing by the lengthening of the first vowel in 

the affix, maka- , makap ag- and makapaN-; and the
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completed by the replacement of the first vowel ji 

in the affix with e_, meka-, mekapag- and mekapaN- .

For the non-actor focus aptative, the affix a- 

signifies a general non-past tense rather than the 

usual three tenses. This affix is added to future 

and continuing tense forms of non-actor focus 

verbs, the latter denoting frequency of action 

rather than action in progress.

The actor focus aptative sentence is constructed 

the same way as the general actor focus sentence.

Thus, we have the following: (1) the actor is in

focus, and therefore, denoted by the ing pronouns;

(2) the direct object is connected to the pronoun 

by case particle -n¿; and (3) all other elements 

occur with their respective case particles, e.g. 

referent and location with king, and benefactive 

with para king. The following illustrate.

(1) Makapamasa kung dyaryu ning Kapampangan.

'I can read a Kapampangan newspaper.'
(2) Makaturu kang terak kanaku?

'Can you teach me to dance?'

The construction of a non-actor focus aptative

sentence is the same as general non-actor focus
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in the various sentences. The elements in the sen

tence, otherwise, take the same form and distribution. 

For example, the actor is indicated by the ning 

pronoun, the focused object, referent or benefactor 

by the ing pronoun, amplified optionally by an ing 

phrase and all other phrases by their respective 

case particles. The actor and focus pronouns occur 

in sequence or as portmanteaus after the aptative 

verb. Generally the topic ing phrase follows and 

then the other phrases. The following sentences 

illustrate the non-actor aptative aspect.

(1) Apalis ke ing lande ngeni.

'I can sweep the floor now.'

(2) Eke apanyulat ining bal pen.

'I can’t write with this pen.'

(3) Asulatanan ke ing Director.

'I can write the Director.'

7 VOCABULARY
a- can [aptative, non-

actor focus]

abye can give something
[aptative, object]
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«kopya can copy something, 

can follow something 

[aptative, object]

apadala can send [aptative, 

causative]

arinan can give to someone 

[aptative, referent]

bang kanita so (like) that

ka- [reduplication]

kakwen tu talking

[continuing]

kalutu the thing cooked, the 

cooked dish

kasaya how fun, how happy

kompllmien to compliment
cflo.o copy, follow

"«galing smart, good

®agkalutu (to do the thing(s) 

cooked)
■aka- can [aptative, actor 

focus, future]
^skasaup can help
>asyadu is too , is very
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mi tauli 

pupuntalan 
sangkap 

syadu

to be late

the place one will g0 to
ingredients

too much [word base]


